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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problan 
The purpose of this investigation was to detennine the extent to 
which manufacturing concerns in the State of Rhode Island use various 
testing procedures in their personnel programs. 
Analysis of the ProblEII1 
Counseling psychologists, vocational advisers, employment inter-
viewers, rehabilitation counselors and placement officers in Rhode Island 
ma_y be helped by having a knowledge of what tests are used in manufacturing 
firma in Rhode Island and for what purposes they are used. It is assumed 
that var,ring degrees of knowledge are possessed by these professional 
workers but an investigation of use of tests in manufacturing in Rhode 
Island and other states of the United States has never been undertaken. 
Therefore, this need seems real . Objective evidence from a return of the 
data would assist this community of workers in their daily work by adding 
information to that which they have now. 
The aim of this investigation was to gather information from 
manufacturers about the use of structured and unstructured tests; the 
length of time these tests have been used by the firm and the value placed 
on these tests by the users. Also, to detennine if there is an;y consistency 
shown in the use of tests by fiDilB of the same size and included in the same 
industrial classification; between fims in one industrial classification 
and those in another. Also, to learn if certain tests are used to screen 
applicants for particular jobs or for various jobs; to gather, in a general 
jSohool of Education 
lk. "'"'-. J.i brar.JT ./ 
~, some information about personnel practices, the use of reference 
materials and the attitude of manufacturing finus in Rhode Island toward 
the usefulness of the so-called psychological approach to personnel 
activities. 
The into:xmation expected should present data on industrial testing 
practices from which several conclusions should evolve. 
Scope of the Study 
The investigation included all manufacturing fi:nns in Rhode Island 
employing fifty or more individuals. It was agreed by a conmittee of 
guidance wrkers in the Seminar in Guidance and Personnel that fi:nns with 
2 
less than fifty employees could not be expected to have an extensive personnel 
program. Such fi:nns were not included in the survey, therefore, since 
negative responses could be predicted. 
A questionnaire was considered as the most acceptable method to 
collect the data after a discussion about time and financial factors that 
were involved. 
A plan was made to begin the survey in M:q 1956 and it was predicted 
that it could be completed during June 1956 in order to avoid problems of 
swmner vacations that might have an unfavorable effect on the retums. 
Justification of the Study 
The literature cites many instances of the use of tests in industr.y 
but no survey of testing practices could be found in a limited geographical 
area. It was decided to make a survey to acquire a knowledge of what tests 
were used, how long they have been used and the value of the tests to the 
users . If tests were not used by the fims, were outside testing facilities 
used. The purposes for which tests were used was an important closing 
3 
question. 
Man;y professional workers in the .fields of industry, education, and 
psychology in Rhode Island were contacted by the writer when ideas of a 
survey relating to tests in manufacturing were conceived. These individuals 
had a formal lmowledge of tests and related personnel practices as they 
were emplqyed as psycbologists, vocational advisers, rehabilitation counsel-
ors and personnel officers in public offices and private industry. These 
workers had no knowledge of a:rry survey of this nature ever having been made 
in Rhode Island. They agreed they lmew of some firms giving some tests 
and other firms not giving a:rry tests at all; of some finns that screened 
every applicant for employment and others that apparently were satisfied 
with the information derived from filling out an application blank. The 
results would produce factual infomation, not assembled previously, that 
could be evaluated by interested individuals. 
The results would inform professional workers in guidance, personnel, 
rehabilitation and related areas about the use of tests in manufacturing 
firms in Rhode Island. An integration and application of this knowledge 
could prove practical in many ways and could be used in canparing the 
methods and techniques used in counseling and employment agencies . A saving 
of time by avoiding duplication might be realized from the information 
recei wd from responses of the survey. Results of tests used by finns or 
agencies might be exchanged rather than giving the same tests again. 
Attitudes of personnel officers might be revealed in the responses 
and it might be inferred whether any positive or negative feelings were 
held toward tests. 
A small portion of this investigation would not be necessary if 
infomation was available from various agencies and publishers of 
standardized tests about fims in Rhode Island that use their tests. Due 
4 
to business confidences it i!l inferred such infonnation could not be made 
available b,y the publishers . 
Definition of Terms 
G. A. T. B. is the abbreviation tor General Aptitude Test Battery that 
is used primarily the the United States Employment Service. 
U. S. E. S. is the abbreviation tor the United States Employment Service . 
Kitson and Newton state that the u . s.E.S. assumed direct responsibility 
for the operation of the state employment offices in Janu~ 1942 but this 
responsibility was tumed back to the state control in November 1946.1 In 
Rhode Island, United States Employment Service (U . s .E.S.) and Rhode Island 
State Employment Service (R. I .S. E.S. ) are used interchangeably and will be 
abbreviated in this paper. 
S. R. A. is an abbreviation for Science Research Associates. This is 
abbreviated frequently in the literature without the use of the periods. 
This is the manner in which it will be used in this paper. 
TAT is an abbreviation for Thematic Apperception Test. The test 
is known as well b,y the abbreviation as spelled out. 
Organization of the Chaptere 
The following chapters were developed in careying out this survey 
and tabulating the findings . Chapter I contains the introduction to the 
stud;y that includes the statement of the problem, the scope, purpose and 
justification of the stud;y. Chapter II presents a background of the area 
in which the survey wu undertaken. Chapter III gives a review or the 
1Harry Dexter Kitson and Juna Barnes Newton, Helping People ~ 
~~ Harper and Brothers, New York, 1951, P• 216. 
related literature used in the preparation of this investigation. 
Chapter IV explains the procedure used and Chapter V presents an analysis 
and interpretation of the data w1 th the use of tables. Chapter VI gives 
a summary of the findings and Chapter VII contains recommendations., the 
bibliography., and the appendix. 
5 
CHAPTER n 
BACKGROUND OF THE SURVEY 
Rhode Island is the smallest State in the United States in area 
but the most densely populated according to the 1950 United States 
Census. l This source gives the population as 791,896 and the total area 
as 1,214 square miles . The greatest length of the State, north and south, 
is 48 miles and the greatest width 37 miles. 
There are five counties, seven cities and 32 towns in the State. 
Providence County is the largest in the area with 432. 46 square miles. 
Providence is the capitol of the State and bas a population of more than 
250,000. 
Rhode Island is the most highly industrialized State in the nation 
and the birthplace of American manufacturing. Forty-three percent of the 
workers are employed in manufacturing, nearly double the United States 
average of 24 percent. Leading Rhode Island products are textiles, jewelr,y 
and silverware, machinery, fabricated metals, electrical equipment, 
rubber products, instruments and optical goods. Gross annual value of 
manufactured products is estimated at one billion two hundred and fifty 
million dollars. Manufacturing p~olls in 1952 amounted to nearly 
one-half billion dollars. 2 The number of workers in manufacturing was 
placed at 131,400 in 1955.3 
u. s. 
lu. s. Bureau of the Census, Characteristics of the Population, 
Governnent Printing Office, Part 39, Vol. II, P• ;:-
2Rhode Island Directory 2!_ Manufacturers, 1953, p. iii. 
3Annual Report 2f ~ Department 2!_ Labor £! Rhode Island, 
1955, p. 69. 
The following additional statistics were located in the Annual 
Report of the Rhode Island State Department of Labor:l 
In December 1955 the total number of textile workers was 40,216, 
7 
the metals and machinery trades employed 34,719, the jewelry and silverware 
trades employed 23, 868 . Other areas of manufacturing listed were rubber 
(6,490 employees), apparel (3,727 employees), food-beverage (4,714 empla,yees), 
instruments- optical (4,151 employees) and miscellaneous manufacturing 
(18,134) . Production workers in the above areas numbered 111,701. 
The average weekly earnings in December 1955 in all manufacturing 
was 165.64 for a 41 hours work week. The primary metal workers average 
week]Jr earning was 194. 26 for a 44.4 hours work week. The lowest earnings 
were experienced by apparel workers who earned $43. 94 for a 35 . 7 hours 
per week. 
ntring 195.5, 38 percent of the factory jobs were filled by female 
help. Jetrel:ey, cotton, r~on and apparel industries, each with over 
50 percent, lead all other groups, as they had in previous years but the 
apparel group had the highest ratio, 88 percent. Worsted finns I'EI!lained 
the largest factory empla,yer in terms of numbers. 
libid. , PP• 71- 79 • 
CHAPTER Ill 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Surveys on the use of tests in manufacturing could not be found 
but a few relating to industry were located in the literature. Lishan1 
cites several studies in his investigation of the use of tests in American 
industry between 19.30 and 1946. He presents the following data: The 
proportion of companies with complete or partial testing programs, as 
reported by various investigators, has ranged from slightly over seven 
percent (during the depression) to f£> percent (in 1940) . In 1930, 
46 percent (90 finns) of the 195 firms replying to the questionnaire used 
tests; in 1935, seven percent (179 firms) of 2,452 firms that responded 
were using tests; in 1939, 14 percent (378 firms) of the 2,100 firms that 
responded used tests; in 1940, f£> percent (153 firms) of 231 finns that 
responded used tests; in 1946, 22 percent (91 finns) of the h13 finns 
responding used tests. 
As to the type of test employed, the general intelligence and 
aptitude tests were most frequently used, with the special abilities, 
general personality and special trade tests coming next in that order. 
The average number of employees of firms on which these conclusions were 
made was never less than 10,000 and of the total number of firms not using 
tests, 21.6 ( 76 percent) had fewer than 3,000 employees. 
Lishan COlll!lents also on mw difficult it is to evaluate the data 
in this we of study as follovs: 
lJohn M. Lisban, The Use of Tests in American Indust17: ! Survey, 
Personnel, 1948, Vol. 24, pp:-3~306. -
The summazy of five studies in this report, readily indicates 
the dii'ficul t,y of evaluation. No one of the results can be said 
to refiect the use of valid statistical procedures. This is so 
by the vezy nature of the problem. No attempt was made in any 
of the studies to obtain a sample representative of American 
industry; hence, no conclusions mSf be adopted which will be 
applicable to industr.y in general. 
9 
Stagner2 received responses from 41 £inns that included five letters 
and signified a 59 percent return. The survey sample consisted of larger 
companies ( 815,000 employees in 36 finns) • Five companies refused to 
give the requested information. Sevent,y-two percent of the companies 
answered affirmatively to the question "Does your company have a unified 
persom1el program" and only 17 percent gave negative responses. Fift,y-si.x 
percent responded affirmatively to the question "Does your company have 
tests of intelligence for applicants" and 42 percent answered negatively. 
"Does your compaey have tests of performance for applicants" brought 
affirmative responses from 58 percent and negative responses from 
36 percent. "Does your company have professionally trained employees in 
the Personnel Department" brought only a 30 percent affirmative response and 
a 64 percent negative response. Seventy percent of the finns looked "with 
favor upon the applications of psychological methods to personnel relations" 
and eight percent did not. 
Tiffin3 referred to Lishan' s report and noted the very high increase 
(from seven percent to 66 percent) between 1930 and 1940 in pointing out 
the growing recognition of psychological tests and methods. He further 
!Ibid.' p . 301. 
2Ross Stagner, Attitudes ~Corporate Executives Regarding 
Psychological Methods !!! Personnel ~' The American Psychologist, 
Volume I, 1946, pp. 54o-541. 
3Joseph Tiffin, Industrial Psychology-, Third Edition, Prentice-
Hall, Inc., New York, 1952, p . 59. 
10 
elaborates on this point by stating "as we study results that have been 
obtained with personnel tests we will understand that personnel tests are 
one of the most effective tools available for the selection and placement 
of employees . " 
The same authorl in the source cited, refers to the survey by 
Stagner and inferred "the results from smaller companies would probably 
not be so encouraging because the personnel department of a small compal\Y 
would not be able to support extensive professional work of this type. " 
Attitudes about the use of tests appear frequently in the literature . 
Views of some wri. ters are expressed in the following paragraphs . 
The use of aptitude, interest and personality tests has a great 
potential in job recruiting according to Cole. 2 He feels that personalit.y 
and interest tests• results may not be valid in some cases as "the student 
taking the test can modify the picture he presents of himself. " The 
validity of aptitude tests (intelligence tests are considered the moat 
outstanding) is very acceptable to this author especially when compared 
with high school grades. He further feels, in referring to projective 
techniques, that "there lies much undeveloped potential. " 
Some wri tera feel that the interview is important in selection 
but should be supplemented with the use of objective tests . "Testa detect 
differences" according to Uhrbrocr'3 who further states: "Many employers 
who use selection teats have had the experience of interviewing too maey 
men who expressed them equally well . The applicants were the same age and 
libid., P• 6. 
2navid L. Cole, PBchologi.cal Tests in Recruiting, 
College Placement, Vol. 1, October 1954;-pp. 39-42. Journal of 
Jaichard s. Uhrbrock, Intervie~ !EE Testing, Journal of College 
Placement, Vol. 16, MS\Y' 1956, PP• 29- • 
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expected to receive the same degree from the same institution on the same 
~·" Yet, when an objective test of the intelligence ~e was given, 
one scored significantly high and another significantly low. He feels that 
more emphasis should be put on the interview structure and "new test 
methods are suggested to meet the new demands." 
Nichols gives her views on testing, as follows: 
The usual purpose of testing is to understand someone better. 
Perfonnance, trade, aptitude and intelligence tests are of more 
value in determining a minimum below which an applicant has little 
or no chance for reasonable success than in rating relati w merits 
of those whose scores are high. l 
Stagner presents his opinion of the use of tests in industiY, as 
follows: 
Emplo,yee testing for selection and placement has often been 
cited as a contribution of psychology which serves the needs of 
both employer and worker, the fomer by finding men who can do 
the job best and eliminating failures, the latter by helping him 
to get located in a spot where he will be efficient and satisfied. 2 
Several writers feel that personality and interest inventories are 
not acceptable in the selection and placements of applicants for jobs. 
Long3 feels that many of the current interest tests' questions are focused 
ver,y frequently to professional and semi-professional occupations and not 
to unskilled and semi-skilled applicants . He feels that the greatest 
limitation is "their susceptibility to falsification. " 
Caution should be used in the use of personality tests for the 
selection of foremen and supervisors after a study of personality tests in 
~rtle M. Nichols, Tests Help~ Pick~ Pecple, Personnel 
Joumal, Vol. 35, November 1955, PP• 213-215:' 
2Ross Stagner, P;icholog;y ~Industrial Conflict, John Wiley and 
Sons, Inc., NewYork, 19 , PP • 309-310. 
3w. F. Long, A Job Preference Survey for Industrial Applicants, 
Joumal of Applied Psychology, Vol. 36, October 1952, P• 333. 
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1 the literature by Ghiselli and Barthol in 19.52. These authors feel that 
the use of personality tests "have proved to be effective for some oceupa-
tions in which personality factors would appear to be of minimal importance, n 
as clerks, trades and cra.t'ts. 
Herzberg feels that temperament measures' answers may be falsified 
and states: 
It is reasonable therefore to conclude that clients for 
employment and promotion do fake their test responses and this 
occurs to a greater extent at the higher educational levels.2 
Due to the weaknesses inherent in personality and interest inventories, 
a trend to the use of unstructured or projective techniques is mted by 
segel and Gerberich as follows: 
A se'Ve!lth trend is found in the increasing attention to 
unstructured personality measurement and the developnent of 
techniques for evaluating behavior in a wide variety of unstruc-
tured situations. Paralleling this emphasis upon projectiw 
techniques is the tendency a~ from the uncritical acceptance 
of results from adjustment inventories and interest inventories.3 
Segel and Gerberich4 on the basis of estimates by Reavis of the 
Educational Records Bureau on the use of tests in 1944, believes "that 
about 26 million tests were administered to sane 11 million persons in 
colleges, business finns and the offices of personnel consultants." 
The value of the interview in the selection and placement of 
personnel is explained in detail by Drake but she believes that tests are 
lEdwin E. Ghiselli and Richard P. Barthol, The Validi~ of 
Personalitz Inventories !!! ih! Selection ~ Employees, Journa Of Applied 
Psychology, Vol. 31, Februar.y 1953, PP• 19-20. 
2Frederick Herzberg, Temperament Measures in Industrial Selection, 
Journal of Applied Psychology, Vol. j8, April 19:s4; PP• 81-84 • 
.3navid Segel and Raymond J . Gerberich, Review £! Educational 
Research, Vol. XX, February 1950, p. 12. 
4Ibid., P• 10. 
also of great importance "in matching men and jobs". She gives the 
following advice: 
Indiscriminate use of tests and faulty interpretation of test 
results, like inept use of the interview, not only defeat their 
purpose but may acrally undennine the quality of the whole 
selection program. 
The interview is considered "the mat extensively used technique in 
personnel work" says Traxler. 2 
Ma.I\1 more sources have been cited in the literature relating to 
surveys, use of various types of tests, their value and trends of testing. 
The citations chosen appear to be as applicable as 8.Izy' others to the 
present undertaking. 
lFrances s. Drake, Manual of Finpl~nt Interviewin,s., American 
Management Association, New York,:f946; ~9. 
2Edwin c. Traxler, Techniques 2.£ Guidance, Harper and Brothers, 
New York, 1945, pp . 25-26. 
CHAPTER IV 
PROOEllJRE 
The procedures used in sol v.lng the problem of this survey are soown 
as follows: 
1 . Several studies relating to the title were reviewed and 
abstractions made to assist in a procedure to conduct the study. 
2. Discussions were held with professional counseling personnel of 
the Veterans Administration Regional Office, Providence, Rmde Island, 
employment interviewrs and placement officers of the Rhode Island State 
Fiuployment Service, Providence, Rhode Island, personnel officers in 
various divisions of government and a college professor in the fields of 
education and sociology. 
3. A questionnaire was drafted and sutmit ted to the Seminar Class 
in Guidance and Personnel at Boston Uni.versity for an analysis. Changes 
recommended by tho class were fulfilled. 
4. Contacts were made w1 th the Rhode Island State Department of 
Labor and the Rhode Island Developnent Council in search of a listing of 
manufacturers in Rhode Island. The ROOde Island Directory of Manufacturersl 
published in 1953 was acquired. It provided the names and addresses of all 
manufacturers in Rhode Island, a brief description of the products made 
and the approximate number of employees for each f~. A supplemental 
listing was acquired from the Development Council for 1954 and 1955 that 
increased the number of firms from 2,819 to 2,9'1S. 
These plants were arranged by industr.y group in accordance with 
lahode Island Directory 2f Manufacttn'ers, 1953 (The Rhode Island 
Development Council, State House, Providence, Rhode Island). 
the Standard Industrial Classification Manual1 used by the United States 
Bureau of the Budget and other statistical agencies . The directory 
explained the classifications o! firms as follows: 
Certain Rhode Island plants manufacture a variety o! pxoducts 
which fall into more than one standard classification. In such 
cases listing has been made under 2 the industry group which best represents the principal product. 
$ . A listing (see Appendix A) of the major industry gxoups from the 
Rhode Island Directory of Manufacturers) was made. The !inns shown under 
each major group were analyzed and the enployment code4 listing the firms 
was observed as followsa 
Code Letter 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
Number of Fmployees 
0 - 49 
so - 99 
100 - 249 
250 - 499 
$00andover 
An analysis of all firms in the directory and the unpublished list 
taken from the flles of the RlDde Islan::l Development Council resulted in 
a division of firms as follows: 
Code Letter 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
No Class 
Number of Finns 
2, 364 
211 
170 
65 
66 
99 
The "No Class" category includes those names in the directory where 
no code letter was given !or the firm. An official of the Rhode Island 
lStandard Industrial Classification Manual, United States Government 
Printing Office, !iasbington, D. c . , 19L5, p . 1 . 
2Rhode Island Directory 2£. Manufacturers, op. cit. , p . :rl. 
3£2. ~., PP• xi-xii . 
4Loc . cit., P• rli. 
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Development Council was contacted and explained that 11 these finns were 
surveyed but did not respond with sufficient infonnation, after s everal 
contacts, to be classified into a specific lettered category. " 
6. Finns with fifty or more employees were selected for the sample 
of the survey. The number of fi:ms totalled 512 and was composed of finns 
in the B, c, D, and E categories . 
1. Parten' s1 book was considered a satisfactory guide in the 
development of the questionnaire. Questions (see Appendix) were structured 
in such a manner that specific answers were required and spaces allowed 
for responses appeared ample. Language was considered simple. The order 
of the survey questions was predicated on the theory that the questions 
which reflected the central purpose of the survey should be asked first 
and that the other questions would show a sufficient diversification as not 
to make a reader bored. 
The questionnaire was limited to six questions so as not to tax the 
time of the respondent. Also, a one-page questionnaire with a blank back 
page would encourage responses better than a longer questionnaire that 
lacked space for an extension of answers to questions or any' other related 
information that might be expressed. One thousand copies of the 
questionnaire were mimeographed to cover the survey sample and the 
f ollow-up. 
The first question requested a list of the tests used by the finn 
to screen applicants . Eight lines, each three inches long, were ruled for 
insertion of each test used. Supplementary questions to the first question, 
with complementary spaces, were the number of years the test named was used 
~ldred B. Parten, Surveys, Polls and Samples: Practical 
Procedures, Harper and Brothers, New York, 1950, pp. 174-..217. 
and the value attached to its use. This latter question was constructed 
on the technique of the five-point rating scal.e1 but with adjectives less 
17 
brief than those in this source. A request was made to circle a mnnber from 
one to five to indicate little, fair, average, good or veey high value in 
using each test. 
Question II asked the title and author of books on testing that were 
felt to be of value. This information was sought to find out if firms that 
reported giving tests bad rei'erence books on testing. This might indicate 
whether finns bad reference materials to guide them in using, interpreting 
and selecting test instruments according to recognized testing practices. 
Question III asked for a listing of projective tests as differentiated 
.from standardized tests that might be recorded in Question I . Two writers 
favoring these are Taylor and Nevis2 who indicate that projective tests 
are able to give a better assessment of personality characteristics than 
the structured personality tests . 
Question IV requested a listing of shop or special wets not 
previously listed. It was felt that responses might uncover up-to-date 
·. 
information about the number of firms that use such tests and the reasons 
for their use. One possibility might be that a special test or shop tests 
are used by a certain type of concem to measure strengths or weaknesses of 
employees based on past employment experiences as compared to others with 
little or no employment experience. It is generally believed that such 
specific tests are used because no published instruments answer the exact 
needs of the firm. 
Question V interrogated the firm regarding the use of public and 
1 ~., P• 192. 
2Edw:in K. Tqlor and Edwin c. Nevis, The Use of Projective Techniques 
,!:!! Management Selection, Personnel, March 19"W; VOI. 33, p. 463. 
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private agencies or testing aernces in the screening of applicants. There 
were many such agencies in existence1 and there was little infonnation 
available concerning the extent to which industr,y makes use of their 
facilities . 
Question VI referred to the use of tests in relation to jobs. The 
writer desired to know the title of the jobs for which tests were given 
because infonnation that tests were in use ~uld have little value if the 
specific areas of use were not identified. 
Use of the back page of the questionnaire for additional comments 
was urged at the end of the fonn. 
Each questionnaire was numbered consecutively by a number stamp in 
the lower right corner of the back page and next to the names of the finns 
included in the survey as published in the directory, to identif'y the 
firms who responded and the ones that did not. 
8. The covering letter (see Appendix) retum address was the home 
address of the surveyor. The date of the letter was timed to coincide 
with the dq the letter, return- addressed envelope and questionnaire were 
malled, in conformity with the suggestion of Parten. 2 
The body of the letter was a matter-of-fact statement by the writer 
and presented the nature of the surwy and wl:\Y the survey was conceived. 
A request was made to fUl out the questionnaire as completely as possible 
and to place it in the return-addressed envelope. A reply was requested 
as soon as possible and a specific date of June first was requested in a 
postscript. A complimentary closing, with a stamped signature over the 
typed name of the writer, was employed. 
1Kitson and Newton, ~· .£.!!., PP• 13-15. 
2parten, loc . cit. , pp. 386-391. 
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9. Five hundred and twelve questionnaires were mailed at 7t00 a.m. 
Friday, May 18, 1956, at the Central Post Office, Providence, Rhode 
Island. This time vas selected since advice was previously received from 
officials of the post office that, according to their schedule, practic~ 
all firms would receive the letters on May 18 and those that did not 'WOuld 
receive the letters the next ~. It was estimated that ma.I\V returns 
would be received within ten dqs after which a follow-up was planned. 
About 75 percent or .383 questionnaires were sent to manufacturing 
finns in the seven cities of Rhode Island. Of' the 32 towns in Rhode 
Island, 11 had no manufacturing firms employing fifty or more individuals. 
About 56 percent of the questionnaires were sent to 286 manufacturing 
finns in the two largest cities in Rhode Island. These are Providence 
and Pawtucket. Nearly 39 percent of the questionnaires were sent to textile 
firms that make up the largest indust:cy in the state. Nearly 19 percent 
wre sent to jewel:cy firms and the jewelry indust:cy which is the second 
largest industry in Rhode Island. About 64 percent of the questiomurlres 
were sent to the three largest manufacturing industries in the state, 
including machinery (see Table I for additional data for comparisons). 
10. One hundred and forty-five questionnaires were returned within 
one week of the original mailing but 86 of these were received on the 
sixth ~ after mailing. 
One hundred and eighty-three questionnaires were returned b,y 
May 28, 1956, when a follow-up letter and questionnaire with another retum-
addressed envelope, as in the original mailing, were sent to the .finns not 
responding. This action was felt advisable in order to overcome dela;ys in 
replying because of summer TaCation schedules and because a reasonable 
tillle had elapsed since the first mailing. A postscript on the follow-up 
letters asked the addressee to respond by June ll, 1956. 
TABLE I 
ANALYSIS OF MANUFACTURING CONCERNS OF FIFTY OR MORE EMPIDYEF.S 
IN THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND TO WHOM QUESTIONNAIRES 'WERE S»lT 
Major Indust r,y Classification 
I I I ~ J ~ • • • Cl) ~ . ~ ~ <> City l Cl) ~ Cl) +> ~' ~ 2! ~ Cl) § ctl ~ .~ ~ ~ or .-1 .-1 ~ H • Q) ~ ctl Q) S.. ~ rx:l • E Town ~ ~ +> •ri <> .-1 ,... ID ~ .~ • 1: ..,... ~ +> ..,... £ Q) ..1:: Q) • Cl) "d +> ~ 2 ~ · ~ E ,0 +> ~ E .d -'= <> ~ Q) (]) 0 >< 
< 3 ,... .... (I) +> .0 ctl 0 ·ri (,) (]) •M ~ 0 ~ & (1j ,... ..t: Q) ~ (]) +> ,... ctl ~ .-1 ,... <> ~ p.,. p.,. (.) p.,. ~ Cll p.,. ~ rx:l E-. Cll '"> 
Barrington 1 
Bristol 2 1 1 
Burrill ville 9 
<»r1'RAL FlLIS 1 8 1 1 1 4 1 1 
Covent:ey- 8 
I 
I 
CRANSTON 1 4 I 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 
CUmberland 7 1 1 2 
E. Greenwioh 1 1 1 
E. Prov.l.dence 1 3 2 1 311 2 1 2 Hopkinton 2 
I 
Johnston 2 1 
Lincoln 1 5 1 
NEWPORT 1 2 
No- Kingstown 1 
No . P.lov.l.dalce 4 1 1 
No . Bnithtl.el.d 4 
PAWI'UCKET 1 39 3 5 2 1 1 3 3 6 7 1 1 6 
PROVIDFllCE 11 19 2 1 1 5 5 5 511 1 6 ~7 12 6 7 88 
Riobnond 3 1 I Scituate 1 
Smithfield 5 I 1 
So. Kingstown 2 
Tiverton 1 
Warren 2 3 I 1 1 WARWICK ~; 1 11 3 1 Wester:cy W. Warwick 2 1 11 1 Vl>ONSOCKET 3 1 1 2 1 1 
1~1' ~6 !26 State Totals 18 ~9 I 11 2 )14 ~ 8 1 12 3 j 4 35 118 3 8 97 l . ; 
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I 
• ~ (,) 
Cl) ~ 
i1 {?. 
1 
4 
9 
2 20 
1 9 
16 
11 
1 4 
16 
2 
3 
7 
3 
1 
6 
1 5 
1 80 
14 ~ 
4 
1 
1 7 
2 
1 
7 
9 
4 
2 25 
h9 
23 512 
An additional 69 questionnaires were received between~ 29 and 
June 14 vi th less than ten questionnaires received on ~ day ( Sundqs 
21 
not included) with the exception of May 29 'When 12 were received. Due to 
the proximity of vacat ion periods in firms and the relatively small number 
of twenty retums .from the follow-up, add.i tional follow-ups were considered 
inadvisable. 
CHAPTER V 
REPORT OF DATA OBTAINED FRCM THE QUESTIONNAIRES 
Pattern of Responses 
Two hundred and fifty-two questionnaires were returned of the 512 
that were mailed out. (See Table II. ) This amounted to a 49 percent 
return. This was slightly less than the fifty to sixty percent return 
usually recei wd in community surveys . 1 The majority of those surveys, 
however, have been made in other than an industrial setting. (See 
Table III for a classification of finns that did not return the 
questionnaires.) Also, the total return was less than the 59 percent by 
Stagnez-2 in his survey of 70 of the larger finns of the United States but 
the return from the larger firms in this survey was an encouraging 
64 percent. The survey was considered to give a satisfactory picture of 
the use of tests as a personnel practice in manufacturing in the smallest 
state in our country. 
Fifty or more percent retums were recei-ved from firms in the 
following cities and towns: Providence, Pawtucket, Cranston, Central Falls, 
Bristol, Cumberland, East Providence, HopJd.nton, Johnston, Lincoln, 
Newport, North Kingston, North Providence, Richmond, and South Kingston. 
The responses from Woonsocket, liest Warwick, Coventry, East Greenwich, and 
Smithfield were less than 50 percent. 
Returns were received from 54 percent of the textile £inns, 40 pel'-
cent of the jewelry plants (which, though numerous, are usually relatively 
lReview of Educational Research, ~ ~ Communi tz Surveys !;!!2 Public 
Opinion Polls, October 1955, Vol • .XXV, P• 307. 
2stagner, loe. cit., PP• 54o-54l. 
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TABLE n 
ANALYSIS OF MANUFACTURING CONCERNS OF FIFTY OR MORE m:PLOYEES 
IN THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND \00 RETURNED THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Major Industr,y Classification 
I t I J~ ..; • • (/) ~ . ~ -+) City J ~ (/) ~ ~ (/) 2! § (1J .J .t:: ,~ c or 8 ~ ~ H t-1 ::s c ns (I) ~ ~ ril • Town ~ ~ f J.. -+) oM () ...... J..o (I) o) .~ • -+) i ·.-i ~ -+) -g 0 ~ .t:: ; (/) c "tj +l ~ c c J..o .0 +l .:: E:; .D .t:: ~ <ll 0 >< J.. ·.-i ~ +l ~ ns 0 •.-i () ~ ·.-i 0 <ll & ns J..o .t:: ~ ~ +l J..o ~ ns t-1 J..o () rz.. E-c < ..:I Jl.. Jl.. u Jl.. H U) tl. ~ ril 8 U) 
Barrington 
I l Bristol 1 1 Burrill ville 2 
CENTRAL F.ALI1 1 s 1 1 1 
Co'V9lltry 2 I 
CRANSTON 1 1 1 1 1 3 l 1 
Cumberland 6 1 ~ 
E.Greenwich 
E.Providence 1 2 2 1 2 ] 1 1 
Hopkinton 1 
Johnston 11 2 1 Lincoln 3 
NEWPORT 1 1 
No.Kingstow l 
No.ProvidencE 3 1 
No . Smi thtielc 3 
PAWTUCKET 1 ~ 1 1 2 2 2 4 3 1 1 
PROVIDENCE 7 8 l 1 13 3 211 l 4 9 9 4 4 Ricllllond 2 l 
Scituate 
' 
Smithfield 1 I 
so. Kingatown 2 
Tiverton 
Warren 1 
WARWICK 2 1 1 
Wester~ 1 
11 I w.warwick 7 2 
I 
l 
WOONSOCKET lll1 1 I 11 1 
State Totals !13 I I J2i>l1
1
.s jl 4 2 ub.4 20 5 88 i 7 3 10 3 
I l ; 
23 
J! I 
+l 
~ 
~ 
...... • ';;! ~ () (/) +l 
~ :2 0 '"':) E-c 
3 
2 
1 lO 
2 
10 
9 
1 12 
1 
3 
h 
2 
1 
4 
3 
2 l ~M 36 11 
3 
1 
2 
1 
4 
1 
ll 
15 
39 l3 252 
TABLE III 
ANALYSIS OF MANUFACTURING CONCERNS OF FIFTY OR MORE oo>LOYEES 
IN THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND WHO DID NOT RETURN THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
City 
or 
Town 
Barrington 
Bristol 
Burrill ville 
CENTRAL FALU 
Coventr.r 
CRANSTON 
Cumberland 
E.Greenwich 
E.Providence 
Hopkinton 
Johnston 
Lincoln 
NEWPORT 
No.Kingstown 
No.Providence 
N o.Smithfie1d 
PAwruCKET 
PROVIDENCE 
Ricbnond 
Scituate 
mithf'ie1d s 
so. Kingstown 
Tiverton 
arren 
OK 
w 
WARWI 
sterly 
.Warwick 
NSOCKET 
We 
w 
woo 
l I 
I ~ f ~~ S.. j '& 1< ~ 0 ~ ~ f-1 < 
1 
I 1 7 
3 
6 
3 
1 
1 1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
17 2 
4 ll 1 1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
2 2 
1 
3 I 
121 28 2 
I I I I . St ate Totals j 5 ~j1 I 1 j 
f! 
~ ~ 
..-i 
c: 
J.. 
rZ 
Major Industr.y Classification 
.J ~ J • (/J i 0 (/J :! J ~ ·g 
(/J ~ 
~ 
(/J § Cll s:: Cl?, r-4 r-4 
~ j! rZ" H Cll ~ S.. ~ ~ • E J.. ~ () r-4 J.. Cl) .~ ; • ~ ~ g ~ .s:: ()) !/) c: ~ c: e ...0 +> c: s .0 ..c:: fa Cl) ~ ·ri ~ +) .0 
"' 
0 ·t"f (.) ~ ~ as J.. ..c:: Q) i ~ +) J.. ~ )11 r-4 J.. (.) (]) ~ ~ (.) ll.. ~ Cll ll.. r:z:l f-1 Cll '":) 
1 
I 
I 3 1 1 
1 2 
1 
1 
1 1 1 
1 
l 
1 
4 1 1 1 1 2 4 4 
4 2 2 3 2 8 3 2 3 52 
1 
1 1 
1 3 I 
1 i l I 11 1 
I 
31 5-,12 !9 ja I 4 I 2 15 8 3 58 ! I i i 
24 
I 
I 
• r-4 (.) Cll (/J +) 
~ 0 f-1 
1 
1 
7 
1 10 
1 7 
6 
2 
1 4 
4 
l 
3 
1 
2 
l 2 
37 
3 ~01 
1 
1 
1 6 
1 
6 
5 
3 
214 
34 
10 260 
small) and 57 percent of the machinery firms. The primazy metal firms 
retum was 15 percent and the food and kindred products responses were 
the highest among the industrial classifications. 
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Forty percent ( 84 of 211) of firms employing from 50 to 99 persons 
responded; 51 percent (87 of 170) of finns employing 100 to 249 answeredJ 
59 percent (.38 of 64) of the firms with 250 to 499 employees responded and 
64 percent (43 of 67) of the firms employing 500 and over replied. 
Nineteen firms were out of business, moved, relocated and one finn 
was reported as "unknown". Twelve of these firms were listed as textile, 
six as jewelzy and one as apparel. Only two of these fims hired over 
500 individuals and the remainder less than 250. 
The last questionnaire arrived on June 14, 1956. About 66 percent 
of the questionnaires were received during the first week after mailing. 
The remainder was recei wd within 17 da;ys after the follow-up mailing. 
The general tone of the responses and the correspondence formalities 
were generally good but one firm was unable to give infonnation because 
the respondent was "too busy" and another lacked authority from the parent 
plant not located in ROOde Island. One questionnaire was disqualified as 
the identification number was torn off. Connnents were made on the back 
page of the questionnaire in 44 instances . 
Detailed Information 
Question I of the questionnaire was divided into three parts . The 
first part asked the firm to list tests used to screen applicants for work. 
Twenty- four firms (see Table IV) listed tests and the firms were classified 
in 11 different areas of manufacturing. As shown in this table no 
classification had more than three firms that provided tests in screening 
applicants but this number was applicable to five different classifications. 
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T.lBLE IV 
ANALYSIS OF USE OF TESTS lN MANUFAC'llJRING FIRMS 
EMPLOYING FTF'l'Y OR MORE niDIVIDUALS IN CITIES AND TOWNS 
OF THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND AOJORDING TO MAJOR INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION 
City 
or 
Town 
Bristol 
CENTRAL mJ:a 1 
CRANSTON 
PAWTUCKET 
POOVIDENCE 
Smithfield 
Wester:cy-
WOONSOCKET 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Stat e Tot als 3 3 1 I 
Major Industry Classification 
1 
1 
l 12 j I 
1 
1 
1 
1 2 
1 
1 
2 1 
1 
3 3 
1 
1 3 
2 
2 
1 3 1 11 
1 
1 
3 
1 3 2 24 
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Eleven finns in Providence used tests to screen applicants, three 
firms each in Central Falls and Woonsocket, two each in Cramston and Paw-
tucket and one each in the tows of Bristol, Sm:i. tb:field and Wester:cy. 
Finns located in ProVidence constituted 46 percent of the firms in Rhode 
Island that used standardized tests and about 88 percent of the firms that 
listed tests were located in five cities, namely, Providence, Pawtucket, 
Central Falls, Cranston, and Woonsocket. Seventy-two percent of the 
original sample consisted of firms in these cities and 47 percent of these 
firms responded. This percentage was reduced by the less than one-third 
return from Woonsocket. 
The list of standardized tests that were specifically named by 
finns is shown in Table V. (This list does not include shop tests, the 
type and kind that appeared in this part of the questionnaire in a few 
instances . In these cases, the data will be reported later on in the 
chapter. ) All but t1ro of the structm-ed tests were located in the 
literature and nearly all of these were located in the Third1 and Fourth2 
Mental Measurements Yearbooks. The two not found in the literature were 
the Klein Aptitude and George lfashington Racial Intelligence. Three tests 
were located in a publisher's manual3 and another test in AEPraising 
Vocational Fitness. 4 According to this list, 44 different tests recognized 
as structured or standardized are used by manufacturing firms that 
loscar Krisen Buros, The Third Mental Measurements Yearbook, The 
Rutgers University Press, New Brunswick, New Jersey, 1949, PP• 1047. 
2oscar Krisen Buros, The Fourth Mental Measurements Yearbook, The 
Gryphon Press, Highland Park;lfew Jersey, 1953, PP• 1163. 
3catalog 2! ~ Psychological ~ Division, New York, 1957. 
4nonald E. Super, Appraising Vocational Fitness !?z Means 2! 
Psychological Tests, Harper and Brothers, 1949, p. 284. 
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TABLE Y 
A LIST OF STANDARDIZED TESTS REPORTED IN THE SUR VEr OF 
MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND 
AND THE NUMBER OF YEARS OF USE OF EACH TEST 
,- ------------------------------~~~~~ --~~~--r-~~~ -.~~--T~,~~o~ 
~ ~ . ~ ~ 
"'d) ~j;!d) 
Name of Test 
Arithmetic 
Otis Arithmetic Reasoning Test 
Art - Fine Arts 
a 101 
Graves Design Judgment Test a 
Character and Personality - Non- I 
Projective I 
Activity-Vector AnalyBis a 
Contact Personal.i ty Factor e 
Guilf'ord-Mart.in Personnel Inv. a 
Guil.tord- Zinluerman Temperament Survey a 
Johnson Temperament Analysis a 
Personal Audi. t a 
Social Intelligence Test: George Wash-
ington University Series 
Thurstone Temperament Schedule 
English--Vocabul~ 
Survey Test of Vocabulary Form X4 
Intelligence Tests 
Personnel Tests for Industry 
(Numerical) 
a 
a 
b 
c 
Intelli~nce - Individual 
'Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale a 
Intelligence - Group 
A~ General Intelligence Test~ 
First Civilian Edition 
California Test of Mental Matur:L ty 
Industrial Psychology Incorporated 
Modified Alpha Exam Font 9 
otis Test of Mental Abili t,y 
Wonderlic Personnel Test 
Interest 
Curtis Interest Index 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
b 
e 
Kuder Preference Recat"d - Vocational a 
!Miscellaneous 
How Supervise? a 
Test of Practical Judgment a 
I 
I· 
I 
I 
* 
* 
10 
* 
r-1 a:;. ~~H• • d)~ -~c +> ~ Hd>d>"' ·~ •S::M 
"'..0 t: s..c () d) d) 
p. ..0 0 ...-i () d) ·~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ct ~ g . ~ ~ 
2 
* 4 
3 
3 
* 
4 
1 
3 10 
4 
4 
3 
s 3 s 
2 
4 2 
* 16 
4 5 
2 
3 
-
* 
3 
3 * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
3 * 
3 
other . 1, j1 fiein Aptl. tude Test . .. .. 
1 
:1 e 
1
.1 10 ;... W!a •h i ........ """" 'R A~'l sa.·, Tnt.A l i OAn~A il 0 .u.----'-' ___.~.-...._-'---'---''--....1-.,~---~ 
. 
! 
i 
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TABLE V (continued) 
A LIST OF STANDARDIZED TESTS REPORTED IN THE SURVEY OF 
MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN THE STAlE OF RIDDE ISLAND 
AND THE NUMBER OF YEARS OF USE OF EACH TEST 
: I Ill I • Ul l +' 
"' 
4> 
4> ..... ~ ~ () t:J Name of Test s:: 4> ..... ~ 4> 4> ..... ~ ,.. .. .~ ,.. .... 
.8 Q) ~ 4> "d +' 
"' 
s:: ~ ,... 0 >< 0. ..0 0 ·ri () & 0 Q) 0. ~ +' ~ ~ ~ E-4 ~ Cl) A. 
- -
Senso;t Motor 
Key8 one Telebinocular b 8 
Special Vocations - Machinists 
Purdue Teat for MachinistiS and 
Machine Operators a 
* 
10 
Vision 
Ishihara (Color Perception) a 12 25 
Vocational - Manual Dexteri~ I 
Miiiilesota Rate of ManipUlation b I' * 2 Purdue Pegboard ~ ·l i Wiggly Block 8 
Vocational - Mechanical Ability 
Bennett Mechanical Comprehension Test c 4 5 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitudes Exam b 
* Prognostic Test of Mechanical Ability a 5 
£ 
~ 
• () 
4> 
..... 
r:.:l 
10 
10 
Revised Minnesota Paper Fom. Board a 
* 2 * SRA Precision Test e 
* SRA Inspection Test e 
* Survey of Mechanical Insight b 2 
Vocations - Clerical 
Minnesota Clerical Test b 
* 
4 
Psychological Corp. General Clerical a 5 
Skil-Tests for Office Personnel ' I I e IThurstone Exam in Clerical Work ' b 5 I I Vocations - General I. I Factored Aptitude Series il a iL I 2 SRA Primar.v Mental Abili tie a_ A I I 1 I 
a . The Fourth Mental Measurement Yearbook 
b . The Third Mental Measurement Yearbook 
c. Catalog of the Psychological Cozp. Test Division, 1957 
d . Appraising Vocational Fitness - Donald E. Super 
e. Could not be found in the literature 
• 
+' Ill 
s:: 
H 
• 
+' 
s:: 
4> 
•M 
() 
(/) 
3 
3 
* Signifies nmnber of years for use of tes t not given b;y user. 
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responded in the survey. About one-half of these tests were classified 
in the personality, intelligence and mechanical areas. Only two interest 
inventories were used and only four finns used them but the use of eight 
non-projective personali~ tests was reported and such instruments were used 
by fifteen firms. The use of intelligence and mechanical tests in 
manufacturing finus had been anticipated by the writer based on experience 
and the literature but the wide use of personality tests, in spite of their 
susceptibility to falsification and the negative research reports in the 
literature, was not expected. 
The Wonderlic Personnel test was used by firms in five different 
types of manufacturing. The Revised Minnesota Paper Form Board and 
Bennett Mechanical Comprehension were used by four different types of 
concerns. The Thurstone Temperament Schedule and the Activity Vector Analysis 
test were the most popular personality tests used. The machinery and 
rubber firms used nearly fifty percent of the tests. Experimentation with 
tests was reported by tw large jewelry fizms. 
Part II of Question I requested the firm to give too number of 
years each test has been used (see Table V) . Seventy-five percent have 
used specific tests for five years or less and the remainder for more than 
five years . The data slx>w that the machinery and rubber fims have used 
the most tests consistently in the past five years. In general it can be 
concluded that the use of a specific test for several years might indicate 
that the instrument had demonstrated some effectiveness and value to the 
user. 
Part III of Question I asked the user to show tba value of the test 
that was named by circling a number in a five-point rating scale signifying 
very high, good, average, fair, or little. Seventy-se-ven responses were 
made to this query and the results showed that nearly 78 percent of the 
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tests used were of good or very high value {see Table VI) to the user, 
about 21 percent were considered of average value and only one interest and 
one personality test were considered of little value. 
An attempt to analyze the data in Question I is presented in the 
next chapter with an integration of data received in response to other 
questions, and a discussion of the significant relationship between use of 
tests and size of finn . 
Question II of the questionnaire asked the title and author of books 
on testing that were considered valuable . Twelve books were referred to 
b,y the respondents and these are listed in Section E of the Bibliography. 
With one exception the firms reporting use of such books snploy 
over 500 individuals. No two firms make similar pr~ts. Three of these 
finns are located in Providence, two in Pawtucket, two in Central Falls, 
and one in Bristol. The one exception (a Pawtucket finn) employs about 
300 but has a parent plant in New Jersey. One finn reported use of the 
Minnesota Rate of Manipulation by Zeigler as a book but this apparently 
is a test manual. 
Question III requested a listing of projective techniques in the 
screening of applicants. Only one finn reported use of these tests as 
follows: Rorschach, TAT, I-A Sentence completion, Drawing Completion, 
Figure Drawing and the 1\echsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale. (The last 
test is listed also in the table of standardized tests.) This firm employs 
300 and is located in Pawtucket. One of the larger firms reports in this 
area that the Activity Vector Analysis is used as a semi-projective 
technique and anot~r fim reports the G.A.T.B. given by U.S.E.S. as a 
projective tool. 
Question IV requested a listing of shop or special tests (not 
otherwise listed) that were used. Fi:nns responded to this question as 
'IYPe of Test 
Arithmetic 
Art 
Aptitude 
Clerical. 
Intelligence 
Interest 
Mechanical 
Miscellaneous 
Motor Dexterity 
Personality 
Projective 
TABLE VI 
A ClASSIFICATION OF THE TYPES OF TEST 
AND THE VALUE OF THESE TESTS TO THE USERS 
Little Fair Average Good Very High Value Value · Value Value Value 
1 1 
2 
2 1 
2 3 2 
2 6 2 
1 1 l 
1 9 3 
2 3 
1 ) 
1 5 5 6 
1 1 3 
Spatial Relations 1 1 1 
Vision 2 1 
TOTAL OF VAL~ 2 0 16 39 20 
)2 
Tot.U 
Tests 
2 
2 
3 
7 
10 
3 
13 
5 
4 
17 
5 
) 
3 
77 
follows1 (The nlliDber cited in parenthesis following the firms identif'ied 
below indicates approximate number of employees.) 
.3.3 
1. A jewelry fizm stated use of "oral and shop tests that last an 
hour and applicants are given actual work to do. " (100) 
2. A food and kindred products company used an Automobile Driver's 
test and has used the test for the past 30 years . ( 200) 
3. A textile finn reported development of their own tests for the 
screening of Maintenance Electricians . (200) 
4. A textile firm xeported "a test for the ability to tie knots 
used in our line . tt ( 200) 
5. A test "to determine basic mathematical ability and thinking 
prowess" was administered by a textile finn . (.300) 
6. A jewelry finn reported use of a Tool and Die Maker and a 
:t-1achinist Apprentice test batteries for screening of machine trades' 
apprentices but through the u. s .E. s . These may well be the long-used Oral 
Trade Tests • ( 1000) 
7. An electrical concern used the Thurstone Examination in Typing 
and the Seashore-Bennett Stenographic Proficiency test. (1000) 
8. A fabricated netal concern gave a "self-created transposition 
of figures and addition test" for clerical positions; also, a typewriting 
and dictation test was given. (1200) 
9. A machinery finn used their own mathematics test in screening 
applicants . ( 3000) 
10. Six firms, each employing leas than $00, specified on-the-job 
or apprentice trailring in filling in this question. It was evident that 
several plants used a "work sample" test in those tasks with which an 
applicant claimed experience on the applicati.on blank or dur.lng the 
course of the emplo.yment interview. 
Question V requested data from the firms about their use of 
public or private agencies or testing services in the screening of 
applicants . Thirty- eight firms of the survey population replied in the 
affirmative. (See Table VII . ) 
Sixteen firms make use of services provided by the U. S. E.S. as 
follows: 
1. A paper box firm to acquire experienced workers . (50) 
2. A textUe machinery finn to recruit help. (100) 
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3. A steel, sheet metal and industrial supplies finn for screening 
applicants as well as use of "six private agencies." (100) 
4. A braiding and wire concern to screen applicants for ediphone 
operators and stenographers . (100) 
5. A bolt and stud firm to screen applicants . (200) 
6. A textlle finn for recruiting help. (200) 
1. A cold rolled strip steel company to screen applicants . (300) 
8. A machine manufacturing concern to recruit workers . This firm 
also usec;l the Veterans Administration Counseling Section apparently to 
screen veterans for apprenticeships and on- the- job training. (300) 
9. An electrical concern that produced bases for lanps and metal 
radio tube shells for screening applicants for apprentice machinist 
openings . ( 400) 
10. A worsted yam company recruited worlcers through this agency. (400) 
ll. A woven elastics and non- elastics fabrics finn, in the hiring 
of weaver learners, asked the R. I . s . E. S. to use a finger dexterity test to 
screen applicants . (500) 
12. An apparel firm requested this agency to administer the B-lh5 
Sewing 1-iachine Operator's test for sewing machine operator openings . (500) 
13. A rubber soles and waterproof footwear plant to screen applicants 
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TABLE VII 
ANALYSIS OF MANUFACTURING Fim-ffi THAT USE 
EMPLOJM]NT AND TEST AGENCIES TO SCREEN APPLICANTS 
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for jobs not specified. (6oo) 
14. A machinery and tool firm to administer the Gemral Aptitude 
Test Battery (G.A. T.B. ) . This finn also used a private agency in 
Providence . ( 700) 
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l5. A school supplies and toys plant to screen some applicants for 
unnamed jobs. {This finn also used an Arizona private testing service. ) 
(1000) 
16. A wiring device and cord sets finn in the recruiting of 
applicants for woli( . (1000) 
The data on the use of private testing agencies were given as 
follows: 
1 . .An auto seat materials concern contacted a university counseling 
center in New York for advice . This finn also contacted a private agency 
(apparently in New York) and a well- kmwn engineering insti tut.e . (300) 
2. An insulated wire compaey used two private testing agencies for 
supervisory posi tiona . One agency was located in Arizona and the otmr 
in Providence. (.300) 
3. A braided, plastics and rubber insulated wire firm used a 
private testing agency in New York. (500) 
4. An ale and beer plant engaged the same agency in New York to 
screen salesman applicants. Applicants for executive positions at this 
firm were screened by a "university professor in Boston. " (6o0) 
5. A flow measuring and controlling instruments firm used a New 
York agency to screen field sales engimer applicants. (1000) 
6. An Arizona agency also was used by an electrical wires and cables 
plant in screening technical, supervisory, clerical and mechanical 
applicants. (1200) 
7. The same Arizona agency was used by a costume and novelty 
jewelzy company. A uni-versity consultant also was engaged by this 
concem. (l500) 
A Provideme testing agency was engaged by several f'ims as 
follows: 
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1. A labels .firm to screen applicants for sales' positions . (100) 
2. A jewelry chain company to screen apprentices. (200) 
3. A worsted yarns canpacy ".for specialized areas . " ( 300) 
4. A jewelry and jewelry findings plant to screen applicants for 
executive, foreman, office and apprentice positions. (400) 
5. A precision and measuring equipment firm "occasionally use a 
private testing agency in Providence . " (500) 
Private agencies, mt otherwise classified, were used as follows: 
1. A bakery finn used a Chicago a~ncy and stated "we have a very 
complete personnel program in operation. 11 (200) 
2. A knitted woolen and worsted fabrics concem occasionally used 
an agency in Boston. (200) 
3. A lithographing finn used a Boston agency to screen applicants 
for salesman, department heads and executives. (200) 
4. A woolen, wrsted, cotton yam and piece goods plant used 
"a technical school, an employment agency or an industrial consulting 
concern" in the screening of supervisory or higher level employees . (200) 
5. A bakery finn reported use of "different private agencies . n (200) 
6. A table cutlery, pocket and carving knives firm used public 
and private agencies "in some instances in at tempting to contact prospects · " 
(1000) 
Private employment agencies were engaged as follows: 
1 . A non-ferrous seamless tubing plant to test applicants. (200) 
2. A warm water specialties and hot water heaters concern recruited 
employees from this type of agency. (200) 
3. A finn that made watch attachments and expansion bracelets 
used this type of agency in the selection of employees . (400) 
4. A copper and aluminum tubing and wiring concern used this type 
of agency to give the Prognostic Test of Mechanical Ability to screen 
applicants for Apprentice Machinist openings. (700) 
Question VI asked the firm to name the major jobs for which the tests 
were used to screen applicants. (See Table VIII . ) The response to this 
question produced 25 job titles and 11 areas of work. Areas in which 
firms used structured tests to screen applicants for specific jobs were 
shown in 32 instances. Areas in rbich public and private agencies were 
used were shown in 19 instances . Salesman and Junior Executive positions 
are popular anong test agency screenings while clerical jobs smw up in 
use of standardized tests . The machinery and food and kindred products 
classifications show many instances where tests were used to screen 
applicants. 
TABLE VIII 
THE USE MADE OF STANDARDIZED TESTS, EMPLOYMENT 
AND TESTING AGENCIES TO SCREEN APPLICANTS 
FOR SPECIFIC JOBS AND AREAS OF WORK 
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CHAPTER VI 
INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA 
Perhaps the most interesting - certainly the most rewarding -
comment that arrived in the responses came from a machinery finn with 
approximatelY 150 employees. 
nwe do not give any tests for applicants in the office or in 
the plant. Your letter has brought to our attention the need of 
appropriate tests to screen future applicants. " 
This comment is especially interesting because it may well suffice 
as a summa.ry of the findings . Of the 252 responses received to the 
questionnaire (close to a fifty percent return) only 56 finns (22%) 
reported an;.v semblance of psychological testing use. This includes the 
use of public and private agencies, "work sample11 and "shop made" tests, 
and administration of published instruments. 
When the smallest finn categoey (from 5D-99 employees) is 
omitted from these figures, and it should be when it is noted that only 
two of the 84 respondents in this group acknowledged any faniliari ty with 
such procedures, the percentage of test or agency users rises only to 
33 percent. It does, however, continue in the expected direction. At 
least half of the finns hiring more than 500 employees make use of some 
testing method, (56 percent of the 64 percent responding) . 
The "expected direction" was no where more apparent than in the 
pattern of responses, where a strikingly positive relationship between 
size of the firm and the receipt of answers to the questionnaire existed. 
This relationship carried through all the data. There was a definite 
increase in the use of these personnel tools as the size of the firm 
increased. This increase, resembling a continuum in most instances, 
showed some very sharp differences, ho-wever, in the central matter of the 
study - the use of standardized tests. 
Answrs to that question showed that tests were not administered 
by any finus in the 50-99 employee category. The other end of the scale 
(finns employing 5oO or nr.>re) accrunted for approximately eighty percent 
of standardized test users . Only two of the finns in the 100-249 class 
and three in the 250-499 class administered standardized tests . Four other 
firms in those two classes had tests of their ow devising, however, and 
much wider use of the R. I .S .E. S. and private agencies was made by these 
two groups than by the larger finns . 
It is encouraging to note that several of the respondents who 
reported use of such personnel devices did mt restrict their selective 
measures to aey one resource . The use of test administration and the 
R. I . S. E. S. was the most frequent combination, particularly in the group of 
largest firms . The ccmbinations of administered tests and private 
agencies, of private and public agencies, of "work sample" and standardized 
tests as well as other variations also appeared. 
Of the figures compiled only one appears to be a sampling artifact. 
This indicated that fifty percent of the finns using private agencies for 
test services were in the 100-249 employee category and this group 
comprised only one third of the sample . 
One firm, unaware of the scope of the study, suggested that the 
writer get information from larger firms who might have "some use for 
tests . " This thought was echoed in many comments received and some of the 
hiring practices that have been continued through the years were reflected 
by the smaller firms . For example : 
"Our company is too small ••••• also, in most cases, the 
trade is handed down from father to son • • • • . " . 
II 
• • • • • 
employees • • 
frequently by recommendation of some of our 
II 
• • • 
Such statements appeared throughout the 47 comments that the 
smaller firms (up to 249 employees) took the trouble to write on the back 
of the questionnaire. One such finn replied ''We have hired only one 
person in three years. " 
A few of the larger firms indicated that 11only a minimum of skill 
is required. " 
The most frequent comment was to the effect that the personal 
interview and a study of the application blank remained the standard hiring 
practice . After this a job trial was given and "If they work out all well 
and good, otherwise we have to let than go." 
An exception to the general trend was found in the 25o-499 employee 
group. Here an auto seat material manufacturing finn of 300 employees had 
a personnel manager lihose approach would make him the darling of any 
personnel psychologist. He had the most extensive testing program in the 
reporting sample. The only projective test user to respond, he either 
administered or used a consultant to administer the Rorschach, TAT, Sentence 
Completion, Drawing Completion and Figure Drawing tests as well as a 
Wechsler-Bellevue, three structured inventories, four specific aptitude 
and a general mental ability test. 1he projective instruments were reserved 
for managE~nent and supervisory applicants but all personnel received some 
test screening. Further, he consul ted with a national private agency, 
a "well-known engineering institute" and the counseling center of "one of 
the largest" universities for advice. 
His very excepti.onali ty proved the rule with respect to general 
per8onnel testing practices in manufacturing firms in Rhode Island. The 
findings growing out of Questions I, III, IV and V of the questionnaire 
indicate quite clearly: 
1 . The expected relationship between size of finn and the use of 
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personnel testing practices is unquestionably established. Finns with 
fewer than 100 employees almost mver use tests or similar agency refeiTals. 
They depend on the face-to- face appraisal of an applicant by the enployer. 
A discernible increase in test or agency use occurs as the number of 
employees rises . !-lhen finns hiring 500 or more employees are studied 
some use of test material - in most instances administered by the firm - is 
seen in more than half of these establishments . 
2. Larger firms, apparently because there were personml workers 
to complete the questionnaire, were nmch more likely to respond to the 
survey. 
3. Small firms continue to depend on individual judgment in hiring. 
4. Finns in the middle range of size (from 100-499) made greater 
use of public and private agencies than did their larger associates. 
5 • The use which manufacturing finns in Rhode Island make of the 
R. I . S. E. S. appears disappointing. Less than seven percent of the reporting 
sample stated that they took advantage of this public service. Even when 
it is hypothesized that a large number of R. I . S.E. S. users did not 
respond to the survey because they depended on the employment service for 
much of their personnel work, there is a significantly large group of 
manufacturing fi:rms wm do mt use this service. 
6. The types of tests tba t are in use pretty much cover the 
generally useful range. Personality inventories appear with greater 
frequency than do other instruments and this is discussed below. 
7. Finns that use tests respond that they find the tests valuable. 
Onl:y" one interest and one personality inventory were ranked below average 
in value . On the five point scale used more than fifty percent of the 
tests were rated above average in value. 
8. The majority of test users report that they have used these 
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instruments five years or less . Same manipulative tests, the Otis Tests of 
Mental Ability and, quite definitely, color vision tests (in textile and 
related manufacturing firms) have been in use by a few fizms considerably 
longer. 
Though it was the last question in the questionnaire, primarily 
because it merits separate study, excellent information was received 
concerning the purposes of personnel testing - the jobs and work areas in 
which there was a stated need for tests . This revealed that the search 
continues for devices that will predict personal adjustment to work. As is 
popularly suspected this is especially true of the sales and supervisory 
areas . The vast majority of finns reporting the use of personality 
inventories - and the one reporting projective tests - restricted the use 
of such instruments to their attempts to select successful salesmen, 
executives, foremen and other supervisory personnel. In a few instances 
such instruments were given to prospective clerical employees and one firm 
commented that it was "looking for a personality test only for factory 
operations' job. 11 The evidence was clear, holrever, that the elusive factor 
of personality posed a bothersome problem to all finns when they were 
trying to fill sales and management pos itions . 
Aptitude tests were used with markedly greater frequency in 
clerical than in other areas though the responses which identified specific 
jobs showed that the various apprentice applicants were quite regularly 
tested in one way or another by the firms utilizing such personnel 
practices . 
Table VIII gives this information in readily understandable fom. 
but, actually, this data barely scratches the surface, providing only a very 
general picture of this important and highly scientific area of research. 
The remaining question dealt with personnel testing references. 
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This infonnation was sought in order to make at least a superficial 
judgment as to whether persomel testing was being done accord.:ing to 
generally accepted standards . Obviously the non- existence of references 
does not establish the opposite conclusion. The wide use of agencies and 
the employment of trained psychometric personnel might obviate the need 
for such references in a firm. 
Most finns that administered tests, however, reported the use of 
well-lmown references . (See Section E of the Bibliograpey) c. H. Lawshe, 
Jr. , Lee Cronbach and Joseph Tiffin were the most frequently cited 
authorities by the fim.s . All the texts were fair]Jr recent - at least 
since World War II - and some of the respondents showed familiarity with 
these references in their comments . 
The sum of the data, at least at first glance, does not show as wide 
a use of personnel testing as is generally supposed by test users outside 
the industrial setting. This is significantly true i£ there is aey merit 
in the hypothesis that firms using tests are more likely to respond to 
such a survey. All these findings , of course, cazmot be removed from the 
Rhode Island setting of the study where the traditional New England 
resistance to innovation may well be responsible for some of the negative 
implications of these results . 
On the other hand there is much practical sense in the established 
relationship between size of firm and personnel testing procedures . In 
firms employing more than 500, where personnel turnover can create a 
crippling problem, some attempt to predict employment suitability with 
tests is quite generally made. 
Finns of this size that did not feel the need for access to test 
information generally responded that most of their jobs could be learned 
quite easily and rapidly and that general health, experience and the important 
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application blank together with personal impression were considered 
sufficient. It should be noted that the personnel turnover in such a 
plant does not necessarily create a major problem since workers are quickly 
trained and thus quickly replaced. 
It can be concluded, quite general.ly and obviously, that most 
manufacturing firms of appreciable size lmow their business . Where important 
jobs are involved they hire with care, whether they use tests or not . Too, 
the value of personnel testing is being more and more appreciated. The 
growth in their use since World War TI is graphica.ll.y portrayed in the 
tables . Finns are conscious of them and the survey uncovered evidence 
that there is progressive industrial curiosi~ concerning the usefulness 
of testing procedures . 
There is a vast body of evidence here, also, that employers, when 
they are small enough to permit it, want to make personal appraisal of 
prospective employees . Though the psychologist may reject this as woefully 
unscientific, there is something admirable about its independence. 
CHAPI'ER VII 
IMPUCATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
There is a continuing need for surveys to be conducted in 
industrial settings to test the impact of developments in personnel 
psychology during the years since the beginning of World War II . The 
present one, confined to what might well be an atypical geographic area, 
provided infonnation which indicates a genuine growth in the use of 
psychological instruments but not as rapid or all- enveloping a growth as 
might have been anticipated. 
There is a real need to know more about the acceptance of reputedly 
modern personnel practices and psychology contributions by business in 
general. Segments of industry provide some of the answers but the vast 
majority of research in this area has been confined to large - usually 
very large - concerns where the need for some scientific assistance could 
clearly be seen. The usefulness of the newer approaches to smaller business 
establishments needs to be tested. 
Obviously trere is continuing need to evaluate the specific purposes 
of personnel selection tests . It was encouraging to note that one large 
finn gave the sophisticated response that it was "still txying to validate" 
several tests . The meager, and frequently contradictory data on test 
validation against significant external criteria erects a large barrier 
bet~'een psychologist and the busy employer who, though he re bela against 
it, must rely on a basically trial and error method. 
Needed research cannot be left to the test publisher. The education 
and ps,ychology professions must come to know how useful business has found 
their contributions. 
The writer believes that much can be learned through carefully 
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prepared, well endowed surveys of this type web would cover a representa-
tive range of business enterprises by type and location. With an almost 
fifty percent response to this survey from mtoriously hard-headed 
manufacturing fizms, the prospect of obtaining reliable infonnation seems 
good. 
The danger exists, of course, that attempts to secure infonnation 
in greater detail - such as the usefulness of tests for specific 
purposes - might necessitate a questionnaire of discouraging length. Such 
problems, however, need to be worked out . The information sought is worth 
painstaking effort. It is about the only means we have for lifting our 
scientific strivings out of the arm chair. 
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A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FIRMS BY INDUSTRY GROUP 
This listing is an exact copy of firms by industry group in 
accordance with the Standard Industrial Classification Manual. This listing 
was made under the industry group which beat represents the principal 
product. (Ordnance and Accessories and Tobacco Manufacturers are deleted 
from use in the survey since there are no tobacco finns in Rhode Island. 
There are no Ordnance finns large enough to be included in the scope of the 
survey. ) 
Ordnance and Accessories 
Food and Kindred Products 
Tobacco Manufacturers 
Textile Mill Products 
Apparel and Other Finished Products Made From Fabrics and 
similar Materials 
Lumber and Wood Products (Except Furni tu.re) 
Furniture and Fixtures 
Paper and Allied Products 
Printing, Publishing and Allied Industries 
Chemicals and Allied Produc ta 
Products of Petroleum and Coal 
Rubber Products 
Leather and Leather Products 
Stone, Clay and Glass Products 
Primary Metal Industries 
Fabricated Metal Products 
Machinery (Except Electrical) 
Electrical Machinery, Equipment and Supplies 
Transportation Equipment 
Professional, Scientific and Controlling Instruments; 
Photographic and Optical Goods ; Watches and Clocks 
Miscellaneous l~ufacturing I ndustries - Jewelry, 
Jewelry Findings, Silverware, and Related Items 
Other Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries 
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QUESI'I ONNAIRE 51 
I . Ki ndly list TES'IS t hat are used in your finn to screen applicants for work : 
N.AME OF TEST 
1 
!:::.2..!...·------- -- - -- ·- --·- -· ~3_,:!.. - --·------------ ·- ---· ~~·~-----------------------.s__~--------­
Number of 
Years you 
have used 
the test . 
,6_._ 
-·- ---- ·- ·----
To show the value you find 
in using each test , circle 
or check one number oppo-
site each test according to 
the following rating scale : 
1 means little value;2 means 
fair value;3 means average 
varlle;4 means good val ue; 
5 means very hlgl1 value • 
1 2 3 4 5 
- _1 __ - _2 _.L_lL ... ...... 5 __ 
1 2 3 4_5 __ _ 
1 2 3 h 5 
1 2 3 h 5 
1 2 3 u 5 
1 2 3 4 5 __ _ 
-------~U------------------------- 1 2 3 ~---­(List additional tests on other side and ansYver as you. did on this side . ) 
II. List the title and author of Eo_?~C~o_n_ Testi~ that you feel are of value: 
NAl fE OF EOO~C AUTHOR 
1. 
2. 
III. List any PROJSCTIVE tests you use in screening applicants for jobs(a.s Ror schach, 
TAT, Blackie, Draw-A- Person, etc . ) : 
IV . Can you list any shop or special t ests (not listed above) that you use? 
If YES, please name or describe t !1em briefly . I I ~  (Check one) 
(Yes) "'(NO') 
-----------
-------· 
·v . Do you use any public or "Orivate agency or testing service to assist you in 
screening applicants? 1::=:J. 1{ ) l (Check one) 
~Yes) !To 
If YES , please name t he agency. 
VI. Name major jobs f or which you nse tests to screen applicants : 
-------------·----------
(Use rever se side for further ccmments on areas covered . ) 
Gentlemen : 
68 Roanoke Street 
Providence, Rhode Island 
May 18, 1956 
The undersigned is a Grad".late St udent in t he "'':~_dance progr am at 
Boston University. In ::.'\,_1_fillinc the degree reqt'-irer:1ents , I haye 
selected as a t hesis 11 A Surve-- of r.:'es"'.:.s ·-·sed i n I:J.dustr :· in t he 
State of Rhode Island11 • 
This project was selected as lit tle a. ppears to be knovm about vrhat 
tests are used i n industr:r t o evah'.ate t i1e a.bilities, aptitudes , in-
t erests and personality characteristics of applicants for jobs . 
I t will b~ very helpful e.nd infon"'lative to me in wor lcing out thii 
assigment if you will fill out t :1e enclosed questionnaire as com-
plet ely as possible and place it in t i1e e~welope that is already 
addre ssed and stal't)ed and requires 110 .:'urther ;x>stage . I would 
appreciate having a r eply as soon as pos8ible . 
I t ha.nlc you i n advance f or your cooperati on i n this matter . 
Ver y truly yours , 
RO.SSRT Yr. r cCLANAGHAN 
Enc . 
P .S . I vrould like a r eply by June 1, if rossible . 
58 
Gentlemen: 
68 Roanoke Street 
Providence, Rhode Island 
May 2.8, 1956 
The undersigned is a Graduat9 Stt~d~nt in the GP~_dance program at 
Boston Univg r sity . In !:ulfillinc the degree requirements , I have 
selected as a thesis 11 A StU'Ve·- of 't'ests T.Tsed in Industr~- in the 
State of Rhode Island11 • 
This project was selected as little a. ppears to be ~.cno;m about what 
tests are used in industry to avalt'.ate the abilit i es, aptit udes , in-
t e rests end per sonality characteristics of applicants for jobs . 
It vlill bQ very helpful e.nd infomative to me in vrorldng out this 
assignment if you ·will fill out t .1e enclosed questionnaire as com-
pletely as possible and place it i!1 t:1e e::welope that is already 
addre::;sed and sta~~Jed and requires 1.0 :'urt:1er !J<)Stage . I would 
appreciate having a r eply as soon as possi~le . 
I the.n!c you in advance f or your cooperati on in this r:1atter . 
Very truly yours , 
RO BRT :·J. r cCLANAGHAN 
Enc . 
P.S . I would li..l<:e a reply by Junell, if po .ssible . 
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TABLE IX 
A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FilMS IN RHODE ISLAND 
TO WHOM QUESTIONNAIRES WERE MAILED AND TEE RESULTS 
Use 
Testmg Us& Re- Use No Own Type o£ Fim 
sponse Tests Test s Agen- Tests r.iA~ 
1 
Food and 'K'i .l. ... 'n . .... •i"...q X X X 
2 
'!ibM_ "'"1'1 tr.; ,...:~....,.A ""' _.._ •+.co X X X 
3 
M'nnA .,..,.,..1 tr.; ,....1....,...1 n. ..1. •+.a 
4 
Food and Kindred Products X 
5 
Food stnn K'ind-rArl "" ..... . .. X 
6 
Food and K'i -...a~ .... ...a "" ., :ts X 
7 
Fnnn J:IM Ki nn'rAn 'D. ..1. !t~<;! X 
8 
M'n/\..1 t>,.,t-1 tr.; M't'Ot-1 ""' ..1, •+ctt 
9 
H'""t-1 ...... .:~ v.; .... t-1 ....... 1'1 "" ... ... 
10 
Food. t~nn K'i nn'rAn Pt-ntin~ t.A ..I.. 
11 
'H'n"r:l .,.,.,..1 J(';.,.,.:~....,.n "' -'· .. X 
12 
,..,.. .... .a -......t _v..:. ..1 ..1 ..... ..1 • . ... X 
i~on and. J('i nn"rAn ""· ..1. ·+~q 
14 
Fnl\n !ll'r'\n tro\ ... ..1 ....... ..1 .~n,,,.+cct 
lS 
Fnnn t~nn Ki nn'rAn ..... ..>. d·.~ X X 
16 
Fnnn t~nn Tri nn"rAn '"' ..1. !t~q X 
17 
l!'nnd .. nr:~ v.; ..>. ..1 Pn"'' tiru-_i-A 
18 
M'nnn t~nn K'inn'rAn n . .... !t.A X X X 
19 
'1'.-.v+.i 1 A Mi 11 'PW'lnn ~+.!Q 
20 
T ... v+; 1 "'-- Mi~l Produ~t.R 
21 
Textile Mill Products X X 
6o 
Us~ Out or Test 
Beeks Busi-lness 
-
--
TABLE IX (Continued) 
A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN RHODE ISLAND 
TO WHOM QUESTIOONAIRES WERE MAILED AND THE RESULTS 
Use Use Re ... Use No !Testing Own Type of Finn sponse Tests Tests ~en- Tests ~.; ... !It 
22 
Textile Mill "" ~- lts X 
23 
_!extile Mi 11 PNlrln~t.s 
24 
'T'AY+.i 1 A Mi 1 1 'PTV\nn,..+.~ T 
25 
Textile Mill Products 
26 
Textile Mi 1 1 'P'Y'nrlu ~bt 
27 
Tert.ile Mi 11 P-roducts 
28 I 
Text:i l s M:i J l Er.odnc:t.s 
29 
'T' ... -n-.n ... M·n 1 .... -"- ·+.a 
30 
'l'a...+-41 .... u.;11 ..... .... ~~-
31 
'T'.:....-+.-11 ... Mill ~,,,..+.a 
32 
'T'A-.ri-.-1 1"" M-1 1 1 'P,..n,",,..+.a y 
~~tile Mill Products X 
34 
Texti.le Mill Products X 
35 
Terl.i l e Mi 11 Products y 
36 
. 'T'Arli 1 A Mi 11 P'I"'du~t.a 
31 
'T',..vt.il A Mil 1 - -' ~t.q T 
38 
Text:U e Ydll Products 
39 
Textile Mill Products 
40 I Textile Mill Products 
4l . 
_Textile Mill Products I 
42 
Textile Mill Products X 
6J. 
Use Out 
Test 
of 
Bettks Busi-lness 
-
~ 
-
I 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN RHODE ISLAND 
TO 'WHOM QUESTIONNAIRES WERE l1AILED AND THE RESULTS 
Use Use 
Re- Use No Testlng Own Type of Fim IJ.gen-sponse Tests Tests Tests ~~iP!"; 
4.3 
'I'Pv+.n ... Mi 11 'Pw\tin ~+Aq 
44 
'I'Av+:i 1 "' M.; 1 1 'D_..~,,,.+.e 
16 
Texti1A Mi11 Products 
46 
Textile Mill Products 
Ia 
Textile Mill Products 
48 
Textile Mill Products 
49 
Tarl1ilR Mi 1 1 'Pl"'nn~t~ X 
50 
TAYt.i 1 A Mi ll 'P'l'V!duct...c;: 
51 
I'AYt.i 1 A Mil 1 ..,._nii,,.+_ct X 
52 
TArl.i 1 A Mi 1 1 'P,.onu.cts X 
53 
'I'Arl.i, A Mi 1, 'Pl"'~,,.+ ... X 
54 X "'· .. ..~, ~,, 'r)-.-...:~ ...... +-
-. 
~~rli 1 A Mill 'Products y 
56 
'I'Arl.i1 A Mi ,, ..... _, !t.q y 
51 
'I'Av+.i:lA Mill 'P'l"nnucts 
58 
T~v+_; 1...,. M.; 1 1 n_,._~,,.+a 
59 
'I'Arl.i 1 A Mi 11 P,..nt'ittCt~q 
f:IJ 
'I'Arl.i1A Mill 'Pl'oducts X 
6J. I 
T4;._rli lA Mi 11 ...... .3. UB X 
62 
I!P.A'Y't.i 1 A Mi,, n. ..... ...J, -+- X 
63 
Textile f1ill Products 
62 
I Use Out of 
Test 
Books Busi-lness~ 
-
X 
-
TABLE IX (Continued) 
A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN RHODE ISLAND 
TO 'VHOM QUESTIONNAIRES \-IERE MAILED AND THE RESULTS 
Use 
Testing Use Re- Use No Own Type of Finn sponse Tests Tests :J.gen- Tests lcies 
64 
'l"Arl.i l~'> M-111 'PT-oducts X 
($ 
:I 'l"o ,.+.il o M-111 'O.ooi"'l..:ln,..+~ 
66 
Tov+.i 1~ Mil 1 l).......,,:n,,..+.a X 
67 
'le.xtil~ Mill PI:ogyct§.. 
68 
Tov+.i1.,. Mil 1 P-rnm~t..s 
69 X 'l"l'>vt.i 1 A Mi 11 'Pw"\rln~b1 
70 
'1'av+4 1 ., Mi 1 1 l),of'ld1Jl'!J:g X 
71 y 111. -'--11 M-1 1 1 l:l~>n+.c> 
72 
'l"AYt.i, A Mi 11 'D. A, ~ts X 
73 
Textile Mill Products X 
74 
Textile Mill Products 
75 
't'Arl~-1 1 o Mi 1 1 llW'Irln ~t.A X 
76 
'!'.,..,.+.; 1""' M4 1 1 l)~rln ,..+.jq X 
77 
X rn. ·"-.; "I M..; 1 1 .... .... ... 
78 
TcvHl A Mi 11 ~ ~. . .. y X 
79 
Tcv+.i 1 c M-i 1 1 on. .3. ~ .. 
80 
'l"ov+.i 1 11> Mi 1 1 .'L ·.s 
81 
Textile Mill ..... .:> • ~ 
. ~ 
82 
'T'Arli1A Mi11 ..... JC'w. ta 
83 
Taxt.il A Mi 1 l P .3. ~ts 
84 
Textile Mill Products X 
63 
Use Out of Test 
Beoks Busi-ness 
X 
-
X 
··-
TABLE IX (Continued) 
A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN RHODE ISLAND 
TO WHOM QUESTIONNAIRES \'~ERE HAILED AND THE RESULTS 
Use 
Testing Use 
Type of Finn Re ... Use No Own 
sponse Tests Test s fAg en- Tests lcies_ 
~~"K't.i1A 'Mi11 n. -'· :t.s 
86 
'T'ov-Hl"' Mil 1 ..... -'• •t-CI 
87 
'T'Pv+.i 1"' 'Mf1 1 .,.,. ..1 . .a. X 
88 
. Textile Mill Products X 
89 
'l'ov+i 1"' 'Mi 11 'P'!Ot"\nn ...+.!<! X 
90 
'I'Arl.i 1 A 'Mi 11 P..,.t'\rln,.+.• 
91 
IJ'..,.ov+..;1.,. V-t11 ""' ... •+.c. 
92 
X X m~-~.: 1 "' M-1, 1 .,..,. ..... .&. 
93 'T'~rl.i 1 A 'Mi 11 Prnttn,.+..a X 
94 
TATtile Mill Produ~ts X X 
95 
'T'Avt.i 1 A 'Mi 1 1 P,..nnn r-t-1'! X 
96 
'"--~.:, ... 'M-1, , • 
-·· 
.... X 
~~v+.il A Mill ..... .:a. ·,,q y 
98 
To:ov+.; 1"' Mi 1 1 'PTonnn ,.t.!Ct 
99 
'T'<=>v+.i 1"" Mi 11 'PT.'nm1r-t-C1 X 
100 
ITI~-+-1 1"' Mi 11 'Pn"\rln,.+.q 
101 
'T'o....+·n"" Mil 1 'P--.nn,.+.""' 
102 
'l'ow+i 1"" l-H 11 'PTonn11cts X 
103 
X IJ' ... v+.i 1 o:o Mi 1 1 'PTol"'..:l ...... ~ ... 
104 
X X 'l'ov+.; 1""' J.H 1 1 'PMnnf'+.co 
105 
X Textile Mill Products 
64 
Use 
Out 
or Test 
Bocks Susi -lnP..R S 
X 
-
X 
X 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
A LISTWG OF MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN RHODE ISLAND 
TO MIOM QUESTIONNAlRES WERE MAILED AND THE RESULTS 
Use 
Testing Use Re ... Use No Own Type of Firm sponse Tests Tests i!gen- Tests lt!iA~ 
106 
'l'ov+~ 1 "" M~ 1 1 l''l"nnnrot.l':! X 
107 
y Textile Mill Produc.ts 
108 
Texti 1 A Mill Pl"'nucts y 
109 
Textile Mill Products X 
no 
Textile Mill Products 
ll1 
Textile Mill Products 
ll2 
'f'Arl.i 1 A Mill l)w)/in~t.C:: 
11.3 
'I'o~:~Yt.; 1 A Mi 11 Prnnu,..t.l':! 
ll4 
'l'~:~v+.; 1 ... Mi l 1 p,.,..r~,,,.+.<~ 
115 
X T ... -v+.; 1"' Mill '"' ..:J, ~ts 
116 
'I'PTt.; 1 A Mil, p "'· ·L,s X X 
ll7 X X 11'1 ~ :, MO: 1 , '0-n..:lnn+., 
118 
tp.,....,.+~ 1 ... M~ 11 P.....n.4nl"t.~ 
119 
-·· 
:ts y '!' ... rl:i 1 ~» M; 1 1 ..... 
120 
rr ... ..,.+; 1"" Mi 11 n ..... ..:~. .+ ... y 
121 
'l'ov+.i 1..,. M.; 1 1 n ..>.. ....... 
122 
'J'.,....-+.;1..,. M.;11 n. ..,3, . .,.. 
123 
'l'ov+-l 1"" M.; 11 P...nt~ll t"t.CI T 
124 
rr .... -.r+o~1 ... Mi 11 -
-·· tr.±.s. 
125 
IT! ... -+.; 1""' M~ 11 P'l"nnnf"b::: y 
126 
Textile }1i11 Products X 
Use 
Out 
of Test 
Beeks Busi-lnASS 
--· 
X 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN RHODE ISLAND 
TO WHOM QUESTIONNAIRES WERE MAILED AND THE RESULTS 
Use 
Testing Use 
Type of Finn Re- Use No Agen- Own sponse Tests Tests 
.("; P.~ Tests 
--
127 
'T'o .... +; 1 o Mi 11 n . ·-..2···-~- 'F 
~~~tile Mi 1 1 P-ronuct.q 
129 
Textile Mill Products 
130 
Textile Mill Products 
131 
_Textile Mill Products 
132 
Textile Mill Products T 
133 
Xex:tjle Mi 11 "PW'Innnt.R 
134 
'I'Arl.i 1 A Mi 1 1 "P'I"'nnn ~t.R 
135 
'l'.:>v+. i 1 A Mi 1 1 l>ronnn ~+-"" 
136 
'l'.:>rl.i 1 A Mi 11 'PW'Imll"t.R X 
137 
'l'.:>vt:i 1 A M-i 1 1 P...nnn~+-"' 
138 
'J'..,.,,_..f 1"' M;,, - • ..a.- X 
~~ilA Mill 'Pn"'nnl"t~ 
140 
'1'.::>'\..-t.i 1 A Mi,, 'no. .... ... _<:: 
141 
'l'ov+.i1.:> Mi11 .,.,. ... 
-
y y 
142 
'T'o..,.+-! 1 o M-1,, l).,.....,rl,, n+o 
143 
'J' ... vt.i 1 A lJ!i 11 PY.nnnl"t.!Ot 
144 
!extj.) e H:i J J EI:c.d.nc:t~ 
145 X XextjJ e 1:1jJ~ Emdm~ts 
146 
X Xextj J e 1:1:l JJ P-rnduc:ts 
147 
Textile Mill Products 
66 
Use Out cf Test Busi-Books lnP.~!-1 
-
- · 
X 
-~ •! •• 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN RHODE ISLAND 
TO WHOM QUESTIONNAIRES WERE HAILED AND THE RESULTS 
Use 
Tes&g Use Re- Use N~ Type of Finn Agen- Own Tests Tests Tests sponse lc i P.!t 
148 
Texti 1e 'M'i 11 "P'I"nlinl"'b~ 
149 
T-=ov+:i1A M-1 , , .... ~ •+.e 
150 
X 'l"ov+_;1"" M-il 1 n. .... . .. 
1.51 
twn~ Mill E1:12dY~tta X 
152 
'I"Av+;,.,. M; ,, l),.,.,.A,, ... + .. 
1.53 X I X 'T'~>rl.;l A l•H 11 P'l"nrh1t"'+.CI 
1.54 I 
'l'l ... v+-!1o M;11 p..,,...~,,,.,+_e 
1.55 
m •• ..a..; , - u.;, , n. ·-~ ~ -
156 
'l'o.,+-11"" M-1 11 P ...... ~,.,.+_ e 
157 
TArl:f 1 A M-4 1 1 1),.,...~,, ,..+.a 
1.58 
11'1~ .... +.; , ... v..c , , ..... .... ... 
¥e~ile Mill t> ...... ~cts 
160 
TArl.il A Mi11 "Pmnuct..q 
161. 
'l'ov+.; 1.,. M; 11 'P...n~n,.+.!l! X 
162 
'!".,....,.+_; 1.,. M-4 11 P...t"\.4nr>+.e~ X 
163 
'l'lov+_;1 o M-f 11 .,..._ 
-"· •+ ... 
164 
rr ..... .....~-.n .... M;l, ~ ,_ 
·+-<> 
165 
'T'ov+.; 1 A M; l 1 - -'-
·-
X 
166 
X I X 'l'o...+.; 1 .,. M; 1 1 "' 
..l. ··-
167 
'f'Arl.; 1 A _Mi_J 1 'P't"t"\m11'+.!11t 
168 
Textile lull P:Jroducts 
67 
I Use Out cf Test Busi-Bc~ks ln,..ss 
-
--
y 
TABLE lX (Continued) 
A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN RHODE ISLAND 
TO WIDM QUESTIONNAIRES WERE MAILED AND THE RESULTS 
Use 
Testmg Use ~- Use No Agen- Own Type of Finn sponse Tests Tests Tests ~ies 
- -N 9 
l'extile Mill Product.a y 
170 
1'erlj Je :M:i lJ ~ .... . ..... X 
171 
~rl..i1A Mill ..... 
.3. ··-· 
172 
Textile Mill Produc_ts 
173 
..Text:i 1 A Mi 1 , P'r'nml.l'!.t..s. 
174 
TextilA l•Ii'll n ~- .... 
175 
'1' ov+ i1 o M ~ 1 1 P"t'V\\turl:..R. 
176 
'fl, -+ ~ 1 ""' Mo{ 1 1 n. ,:a. .+_.. X 
177 
"'· ..f.-{, I> u~,, 'l),.,~n .... + ... 
178 
~ ..+; 1o M.f11 'D· .,.,:a,,,.+.<~ 
179 
'I' -+-11,.. .M-111 n. ~- •+.e 
100 
.Th!_rl. ·-fl A . ').H J]_ ...,. . ..:I . 
181 
'fl, -+-11 .... M~11 ~~n,.+.o 
182 
m. ., u.t,, -" ..:I. y 
i8J -· -- ·~ ·-
TAv+.; 1 a Mi 1 1 P,..nr'!n_,..tjq 
184 
X TP..,.+.-t 1 ""' Mot 1 1 p.,..ndnL>..±.a.. 
18$ 
X fTI """ .; 1. ...._ __M.i "l'l n . . ..:I· ... 
186 
_Tpv+.il.eo. Mill .P~ 
187 
'l'o..,-+.'i-1-o Mi 11 '~">· ~··~±a_ 
188 
.Tex_t.il A MiJ1 n.. ~ .. ~ 
189 
Textile Mill Products 
68 
Use Out of Test Busi-
Bt><'kS inii!SS 
X 
-
·-
TABLE IX (Continued) 
A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN RHODE ISLAND 
TO WIDM QUESTIONNAIRES 1>/ERE MAILED AND THE RESULTS 
Use I Use Testmg Use Re- Use No Agen- Own Test Type of Finn sponse Tests Tests Tests Books 1"';,.~ 
--
-190 
, •+ ... y T~rl.i1 A \H,, -
191 
I'J'I,.....,+.;l"" M.;,, Do..A...ln~+ ... 
~~~ile Mill Products 
193 
Textile Mill Products X 
n4 
Textile Mill Products y 
-195 
Textile Mill Products 
196 
Textile Mill Products 
197 
Textile Mill Products y 
198 
Text; 1 A Mi 11 Products X 
199 
Textile Mill Products 
200 -~ 
Textile Mill Products 
201 
T,.-v+.; lP. \H 1 1 l),o.ru·inr.t!'l 
202 
T ... v+.i 1"' M; 11 'D..-....t,,..+"' X y 
203 
I'J'I~ ~+.;,...,. M.;11 n~...t,,~+ .. 
*~~+.; 1 A Mi 1 1 P"rnnnl"'t.~ 
205 
'T'.ov+.; 1.:. Mi 11 p_..~,,.t.., X 
206 
!Cext:i Ja M;11 P,..n~n,.t.c:: 
207 
'l".:orl.i 1 "' M; 11 P"rnnn r.t~c:: 
208 
'Y'o...-+.i 1.:. M-i 11 ~ .... •+ .... 
209 
'1" ... -v+.n"' M; 11 P,..nnnl"'t.~ 
210 
Textile !-1111 Products 
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TABLE IX (Continued) 
A LISTING OF MA~1JFAcrURING FIRMS IN RHODE ISLAND 
TO WHOM QUESTIONNAIRES 'WERE MAILED AND THE RESULTS 
! J I Use Use l 
Re- Use No Testing ~ Test Type of Finn sponse Tests Tests Agen.:.. rdP.s Tests Books 
--
-211 
Textile .. Mill n. .l. !t.~ 
212 
~ex:f:.j J e W J J P'l"t''tin ... t.~ X 
213 
~e;x;:l;il& M:Lll ~~d.uc:h 
214 
Textile Mill Products 
215 
Terlil A Mill Products X 
216 
Textile Mill Products 
217 Apparel and Other 
X I Eitd shed E:r::odncts 
218 Apparel and other 
X_ li'4 n-t <>hAA p,...,...dn ... t . ., 
219 Apparel and Other 
li'.: ... .: ... 'h ... ~ n. -"· 
220 Apparel and Other 
F'-tn; "'"""A P'l"t''nnl"t_c: 
221 Apparel and Other 
li'-t ,..,.; o'h.oA ~~\/~'1'1 ,.+_., 
222 Apparel and other X 1:'• • . ,_ -' ....._ -'· 
223 Apparel and Other 
X 1<'4 ,..,.; <>hoA -p,..,._A,,.t.o 
224 Apparel and Other 
,...~..,..; .'1.,.,..:1 -c-.... ~ .... + .. 
225 Apparel and other 
Fini~hP.n Pt-onucts 
226 Apparel and Other 
X Fin:bhen _ Pl"t1ducts 
227 Apparel and Other 
Fini ~h~=!n 'P-rnnn~ts X 
228 Apparel and Other 
X X X Fini.qhed Products 
229 Apparel and Other l Fini ~n.r:~rl Products 
230 Apparel and Other 
Fini~nl=!n n...,..~ .. "lts 
231 Lumber and Wood Product~ 
(except Furniture) ·. 
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TABLE IX (Continued) 
A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FIOO IN RHODE ISLAND 
TO WHOM QUESTIONNAIRES WERE MAILED AND THE RESULTS 
Use 
Testing Use Re- Use No 
:,Agen- Own Type or Finn sponse Tests Tests Tests lcies 
-2.32 
li"',,.,...; +.n'I"P !»nn F; T 
2.3.3 
li"'1 _,...; ......... .. ... ~ li\t .... +, ......... T 
2.34 
"P!»nAT' ::.nn A 11 iAn p~n,,,..+.c T 
2.35 
PaJ2er and Allied Products 
2.36 
X 
Panel" ::.nn A 1 1; An Prorln ~tJ:: T 
2.37 
PtmAT' ::.nrl Allierl ..... -'· ... 
2.38 
..:1- •+.J:! y 
I E!!lpe::t: !»1'\n Al 1-1 An n 
2.39 
P-. ..... .,.... """'~ A 1 1.; o~ P~n11 ,..+.., 
--. I 240 
-o.,..,....,. ... .,.,..~ A11.; ... ~..,. 
-'· 
241 
..... 
..,.,n A, 1 .; An n. ..:I.·- • ., 
242 
"!).,..,...,.,.. .. ,.,~ A11.;o~ P~rin,.+.a 
.... 
~~~T' and A11iAn .,.. ..l ... 
244 
n. !!lnn A 1 1 .; "'n "P't"nnnl"+.a 
216 
Eape::t: a~d AJJjed E~n,,,.+.a 
246 
-o............ ... ... ~ A 11.; o~ ...... -'· •+e X X 
247 
"!)..,.,...,. ... """"'~ A11.;..,.~ p_,.,rl., ... +_., 
248 Printing,Publishing and 
A114 ..:I T ... ..3 •.• +_;.,.., 
249 Printing,Publishing and 
All;.:llrl Inrlustries 
250 Printing,Publishing and 
Al 1 ierl Inrlnstries X 
251 Printing,Publishing and 
A1 1 iAn Industries X 
252 Pri.nting, Publishing and 
Allied Industries X 
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A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FilMS IN RHODE ISLAND 
TO WHOM QUESTIONNAIRES WERE MAILED AND THE RESULTS 
Use 
Testing Use 
Type of Finn Re- Use No ~en- Own sponse Tests Tests l~i A!'! Tests 
253 Printing,Publishing and 
T y A11 ; ~~ T1 ~. :-'.~ ..... llh Printin~Publishing and lied Indu ries 
255 Printing, Publiabing and 
Allied Industries 
256 Printing,Publishing and 
Allied Industries X 
257 Printing, Publishing and 
Allied Industries y T 
258 Printing, Publishing and 
Allied Industries X 
259 
[q X I Qbemicala and Allied ;erorluc+ 
2to 
f!ham; 1'>~1 Q and .A1 1 i Afl ,..,_ ~. ·+~ 
261 
ChAmi ~A,!'! Anfl A,,; ... ~ 'P'I"nff111"t ~ X 
262 
r.h~m; ,..~ 1 ~'~ J:~nfl A 1 1 iAn 'P"rnfln~+ ~ X 
263 
ChAm.; ~A1!'l anfl A11iPfl 'P'rnm, .... t b X 
264 
f!h~min.,1e .~ ,., , .; ~~ o-~"-"' 
265 
,..,h __ .; _A,_ .~ A,,,._~n .. -~·· -• 
266 
X {!},,;m;t'>ftlc .. ..,.~ A11i ... ~ P..l'\..tn,.+. 
267 Products of Petroleum 
<!lln..t f!n~1 y 
268 
't),,'h).,.,,.. ~- ........ +.C! y y 
269 
'P.n'h'hQ,.. ~n~•,.+e 
270 
'RI l"lhA.,. PY.odu .... t . [q 
271 
RnhhP.,. n ..l. • ..,+.a y 
272 
'0 •• \..1..- T\. 
-"· "!t-<1 
273 
Rubber Products 
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A LISTING OF MANUF AC'l'URING FIRMS IN RHODE ISLAND 
TO WHOM QUESTIONNAmES WERE MAILED AND THE RESULTS 
Use Use 
Re- Use Nc Tes-tmg Own Type of Finn sponse Tests Tests .A.gen- Tests cies 
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274 
"D...'hlo......- .... .1. .+ .. 
275 
'0..'"-'1. n . ..... 
-
X: X I 
-276 
'D..'h'h-....... ~- ,,.+ .. 
277 
Rubber Products 
278 
Rubber Products 
279 
Rubber Products X X 
280 Leather and Leather 
EI:cdu ct.cl X 
281 Leather and Leather 
1> WHilll'! t.!'l X 
282 Leather and Leather 
EJ::cduc:t.a X 
283 Stone, . Cl~ and Glass 
n. ~. ... X X 
284 Stone, Clay and Glass 
n. 
..:I. !t.Cl 
285 Stone, Clay and Glass 
p_,~ .... + ... 
286 stone, Clay and Glass 
X n . ..:I. 
~8? ' 
P,.ima.rv Metal Industries X X T 
288 
P'l"'lm::rrv Met.~l Tnnul'!t.rie~ 
289 
:2r'im<>""""' 'Mo+.<>1 Tn~·· .+ . •Al'l X 
. 
290 
'PY"i m:a"rV' 'MPt.:ll Tndm:~t1"'ie.l'l X 
291 
PToim~'t"'T Met:!!] Industries X 
292 
P.,...;m!'l1'"V Mot.n1 Tnnnl'lt.?"t e!ll X X 
293 
Pt9im~,.-v Metal Industries X X 
294 
Primary Metal Industries 
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A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN :mtODE ISLAND 
TO WHOM QUESTIONNAIRES WERE HAILED AND THE 'RESULTS 
Use 
Testing Use Type of Finn Re- Use N" ~en- Own sponse Tests Test s Tests t!iAS 
295 
Prim~ Metal Industries 
290 
X y 
Primarv Metal Industries I 
297 
Prima.rv Metal Indust1"'i~=~~ 
298 
Primar.r Metal Industries X 
299 
Primarv Metal Tndu.c:t.,...;"'ts X 
300 
Prima.r:v Metal Indus tries 
301 
Prima.rv Metal Industries ~. 
302 
"'PT-im::n·ov MAtal Tndn~+ .. 1"'i PI": 
303 
F~hM.n~terl 1-te±..al p _,..n,nts X 
304 
Fabricated Metal Pl"'ducts X 
305 
F~h,...; n::~t.Ad MAtal .,.,. .... . ... 
306 
X i<'.,'h....; ............... ~ u .... +..,., n ...... ~ •• +.., 
301 
' 
1:' ... \...~ ............... ~ u ........ , -n. ..3. 
-308 
Eabr:i c.a:ted Meta] :2:ccdncb .X 
309 X I F .. 'h.....; ,.. .,+ ... n M.:>t.A'l ,....,..1'1.,,.+_., 
310 
"'f' ... 'h....; ...... +orl Mo+ ... 1 ,... ..3 ....... 
311 X I 1:' ... \...-t .... + ... ~ l.~ n ....... ...3 ••• +-
312 
li'.-'h.....; ,.. .. +~ .Mo±.!:U. n-......~ •• ...+ . .::o 
313 
'lf',.'h,....; .- .. +oA Mc+~1 t>..nrl.,,.+a X X 
314 
'&' ..... \...~ .... + ... ~ Ma~ ~~ • .....+ ... 
315 
Fabricated Metal P ... ~ .. X 
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A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FilMS IN RHODE ISLAND 
TO WHOM QUESTIONNAIRES WERE MAILED AND THE RESULTS 
Use Use Testing U~e Re- Use N(') Own Test Type of Firm spons e Tests Tests i.Agen- Tests Books l~ies 
--
316 
F~h.,...; ~ated Met~=tl P-rnnnr>t.J~ _X y 
317 
F.::th"l"i ..... t.An M.,.t.!lll ?'rnnn,..t.~ y 
318 
H' .. 'h,...; ,.. .. t .An M .... t ... , n. ~. ·+~<:! 
319 
Eabrica.t~d He:tal :fro.d,ucts J; 
320 
F.!lh-' ..... t .... n MAt ... 1 ?'?"nrl11l't.!lt y y y 
321 
Eabd ca:t.ed Metal E:t:adncts 
322 
'C' .. l-.....l ...... +.,.~ ·Mo+ .. 1 l)...,...n ,,.+.a y 
323 
'C'..,l-.....; ,...,+.,.~ ·Mo+ ... 1 l)...,..,N\1.-.i-.Ct 
324 
'C'.,.l-. ,.;,. ,+..,.~ Mo+...,., "1:>...1"\rl,,.+.o 
325 
H' .. h~ ..... .f. ... rl v .... + ... , '0 ....... ~. •+.o _X X 
326 
l<' ... l-.....l ...... +orl M .... +.,, "D10>1"\rl11"'+"" 
327 
., ..... . 
..:1M . ,., n ~ 
32!"'~ ... ~~ ....... · ·~~- -·--· ~--
~yo{,....,+ .,,.1 Mo+ .,, P,..,.,..:111l"._t_c:._ 
329 
v ...... lo..; ....... _,.(1:\. ~ ,.., ... ,.+....; ,. .. , \ 
330 . 
· ~ 
'M!lll'hinel""tT(...._ _.. 'F.l ect.,...; l'!ll 1 ) 
331 
M .. ,.h.;n,.'t"'V'f'R· ~ 'F.l Pl't:ri l'!ll) X 
. ~ 
332 
'M<>l'hi YlP'MT(.., ... Elect;ril'l21J 
333 
MJ:~chineTV(T.\. Electrical) 
3.34 
M!.! ,.h.; l'lQ14!r('F: 'F.l ect.,...; c:tl) X I 
335 
... Electrical) l~chi ne'l"'V(""" X 
336 
Machin~r.y{Exce~~ Elect rical) 
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TABLE IX (Continued) 
A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FIRl1S IN RHODE ISLAND 
TO W:lOM QUESTIONNAIRES WERE MAILED AND THE RESULTS 
Use Use 
Re- Use No Testing Own 
'l'ype of Firm sponse Test s Tests i.Agen- Tests l~i.e.c: 
331 
M!:tr-'h; n~'I'"ITfF.i-nAnt E1 Ant.-ri aA_1) T 
3.38 
M.,,.},.; n ... ...w(ID, ........... + 'In.,.,.+....!,.,., \ v 
.. . -, 
339 
'R1 .,.,.+ . .,..i,. !2, ' u.,,.},.; no...wf""-
340 
., - .. 
}1a~h1ne[I(Ex~~~t ~l~rical) 
341 
'M!:t~hfnp_r-vf""' ~ R1 Pnt.M l"!ll) y y 
342 
M!ll"h; nP'I'"ITf-r.>- ~ E1 Ant:roi n:t 1) y 
. 
343 
Ma,.h.;.,.a.....,.(T:'L ,..,.,.,.+_...; ..... , _\ 
34n 
M"-l>h i_ "'...,. ._.. ( -r:o. ~ ,.., .,. ... +,.. ........ , ' y 
- .. .. 
345 
u. ·"""' -·"' T:', .,. , .... + 1<'1 "'"'4......1 ..... , ' 
y X 
346 .. ..-
Ma.chinerv( ""' Elac.trlcal) X 
347 
M!ll"hinA'I"'Vl'F.YI"""'""+ Eleat.-rica._l) X 
348 
M .\.. .{T:'. -~ ,.., ............... , \ y T y 
349 'tl ·r 
., 
M!l,.n; nA,_(RT,..,.n+. F.1en+~M l'.Al) y 
. 
350 
M .,...h{ -·lk'-. .... ,+ ,.., ............... ,. .. , ' _y_ 
.. -. 
351 
l .! .... h..; ..._.,...,..../_1<'. .~ ,.., .+ .... , ' 
. ., -~-
352 
u . ·"-. .IT.\. 10'1 . .a...: _.,' v _y_ 
. .. . 
., 
353 
u. . .1-r:o. .... li'1 ... +..4 ..... ,\ y T 
354 . ., ' ~ -r ., 
't-.bl"h; TIA"Mrf""- E1 Actrlca.l) 
355 
'M!ll"'h; nAT"'T(-r.>. E1Antrlna.1) 
356 
M!ll"'h;n,..,.,.(,....,. .. ,.,+ F.lActrlcal) y 
351 
Machiner.r(Except Electrical) X 
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TABLE IX (Continued) 
A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN RHODE ISLAND 
TO WhOM QUESTIONNAIRES WERE MAILED AND THE RESULTS 
Use 
Testing Use 
Type of Finn Re- Use No Agen• Own sponse Tests Tests Tests !cies 
358 
M!>r>h-l no.,..rf ""- ~, ...... +_.,...;,..,., 
359 ... -. 
Jia~"'h; nA'I"'Vf""'- El Actt•i I"'J~ 1 ll 
360 
M::al"'hi nA<t"'T(""' ElP.ct.,...;,.,., 
361 
Machine!:r(Except Electrical 
362 
M::achinAT'VfE· ·- .... 'F.lectrlcal y 
363 
M::a,.h"lnerv(E: Electrical :r y_ _y_ 
364 Electrical Machiner,y, 
'R..m-i __ .._ ::ann ~nnn 1 i AA y y 
365 Electrical Machinery, 
10',...,.; ·"' .,.,..n ~,,,...,... 1 i .. a 
366-Electrical M~chiner,y, 
X ~nn -i !lnN .c::,.,....,... 1 -i "'"" 
367 ·El.ectrical M~chinery, 
F.nni ___ .._ :a.nn ~11nn 1 i A~ 
368 Electrical Machinery, 
H' ..... , .;.,...,.on+. !!Inn ~,n.,... 1.; oa 
. .. .. 
369 Electrical Machiner,y, 
X __X li' -~ __ ... --~ _c::: ...... ~, ..; ~-
~ -r""r 
310 Electrical Machiner,y, 
X X _x_ .... • ..1 ... _ ... " 
31i ·n;ct:rtical Ma~hinery, 
T:" • .a ·"' - ..1 .c::. ...... _, 4 _ .. y 
::r ··- -..-.-372 Electrical Machiner.y, 
iqllipmeM QRQ Supp:L • M 
373 Electrical Machinery, 
-Eq: .... ..1 ~- ,, • 
.--. -~ -·- ·-r-1:' -~-374 Electrical Machinery, 
T:" • .a .... • .... ..1 c::: . ...... , ..;~ y 
_-. ~ -..-..-
375 Electrical Machinery, 
li'-··..: .... --~ c;:,.,....,..., .; "' ... 
.. -. -·· . 376 Electrical Machinecy, 
li' • __ ... --~ <:: ........... ,..; --
377 Electrical M~~hinery, I 
lf',.,.; !lnN ~,,...,..., -i "'!01 y 
~a -.-1 • a1 M. • h · 37 E ect~c ac 10ery, 
Enn;,-\mAnt and Supplies X X 
11 
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TABLE IX (Continued) 
A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FilMS m RHODE ISLAND 
TO WHOM QUESTIONNAIRES WERE MAILED AND THE RESULTS 
Use Use 
Re- Use No Testing Own Type of Finn sponse Tests Tests ken- Tests ~iA!C: 
--319 Electrical Machiner,y, 
bi --· and SnnnliAA y y y 
380 Electrical Machinery, 
F.rmi· ::ann ~nnnl i AA y 
381 Electrical Machinery, 
F.n11inn'IAnt. ::ann Rnnnl i ,:>A 
382 
Trgp§QOrtation Eauigment 
383 • 
X 
'~'Yo ::an~---"" ... t .i nn F.nl>i'""lAnt. y 
384 
TT'a.n!'" ·- • .a...,_tion EouiTmtent X 
385 Professional,Scientific 
aDd CcXJt:t:eJ J j ~ I :cs:t.:cllJJeDi¥3 y 
386 Profesaional,Scientific 
"""-'~ (',....,,._ ...,..., 1.; .,..,.. T,....~.a.. ·"" 
-o 
387 Professional,Scientific 
y y ,..,...:~ I"', ·"'- ""1 1.; .,..,.. Tnc:o+· y 
·o 
388 Professional, Scientific 
""rl l"'nn+ . ...nll i no- Tn~+ . .,...nnAnt.!=l y 
389 Professional,Scientific 
..... .:~ (', • 1.; ,.,..,. T ... eo+ -·--- ., y 
-.;;;> . 
~~ ~~~~f~~t~~~entir~; _ y_ 
391 Professional,Scientific 
<>nN l"'n ... t . ...n1 1 inl7 Tna+_,...,.,..,A'I'It_q 
392 Professional,Scientific 
,..,...:~ ('..,...,.a....,..114 ... ,. T ... ...+ 
393 Jewelr,y, Jewelr,y Finding: 
f); 1 stnn Simi 1 A,.. ItemJ 
394 Jeweley, Je-weley Finding: 
S-f 1 VP~,.."' ::ann Simi 1 :tT' TtF!I'IIJ X X 
395 J ewelr,y, J ewel:cy Finding 
Sil venm...c and Similar Item1 
396 Jewelr,y, Jewelry Finding 
Sil verware and Similar Iteuu 
391 Jewelry , Jewelry Finding 
Sil and Simil ar Itenu 
398 Jewelry,Jewelry Finding 
Ri lverware and Similar Itew X 
399 Jewelry, Jewelry Finding 
Silverware and Similar Item~ 
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TABLE IX (Continued) 
A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FI RMS I N RHODE ISLAND 
TO WHOM QUESTIONNAIRES WERE MAILED AND THE RESULTS 
Use Use Testing Use Re- Use No Test Type of Finu Agen- Own sponse Tests Tests Tests BoN<s cies 
4~ Jewelr,y, Jewelr,y Finding: 
Silve~T'A Anrl SimilAT' It,Anl X 
4oa. J ewelr,y, J ewelr,y F indin tB 
Sil-m:o~,....,. ~nn ~imil sa ,.. T+.Amt y 
402 Jewelr,y, Jewelr,y Finding~ 
Sil~~Pi!l'a""""' ..... ~ ~ ....... , .. .... T~. y 
403 Jewelry, Jewelr,y Finding:; 
Silverware and S:i.Ini1Ar..1,.t~ 
404 J ewel:cy, J ewel:cy Finding~ 
Si1 VP.~T'A :mrl ~Hmi1 t~:r Item~ y y 
405 J ewlr,y, Jewelry Finding: 
Silverware and Simi 1 A'l'" IteJru 
406 Jewelry , Jewelry Findin~ 
S; 1m:. "=.,.A ~nn Simi 1 A,.. T t.Ams y 
407 Jewelry,Jewelry Finding! 
.C:;l ,ro~.,. .. !!>1'1~ .C:;m; • ,..,. T t .om• 
408 Jewelry ,Jewelry Findings 
.C:-' ,...,..,._ • ._.,...,. .. ,..,~ ~; ,.,; l .., ... T-f-am, 
409 Jewelr,y, Jewelry Finding! 
~i1 Ann Simi1 AT' Tt.Pll' ~ 
410 J ewel:cy ,Je welry Findings 
B:i.l•ro ..... ,.,.,. .. Ann .C:-imilsn• T+.~~: T T 
4ll Jewelry, Jewelry Findings 
~.• , A. -~· ~ -1 T .&. 
412 Jelfeiry,Jewelr,y Findings 
SilVP-rt='I"'A ~nn ~imi1A.,. Tt.Aml! X 
413 Jewel:cy,Jewelry Findings 
~.; 1 _,. .... ....,.,... ...... ~ ~H m-1 1 ,..,. T+.Amc T 
414 Jewelry,Jewelry Findings 
q.;, '"" ... ..,~ q.; , .; 1 .. .,.. T+ .. ,.,., T v 
4lS Jeweley,Je~fm"Y Findings ~; 1 -'tOU~,..A Ann ti 1 A,.. TtAnU: 
416 J elreley,Jeweley Findings 
S.i lvA~_A And. s; mi 1 A.T' Tt.IP!m~ 
417 Jewelry, Jewelry Findings 
Si 1 ve~e and Si mi 1 AT' I tem.a y 
418 Jewelry,Jewelry Findingtl ! Sil VAl"W::tl"A Anrl Simi 1 AT' Item.s y 
419 Jewelry,Jewelry Findings 
Si1 vA't'"lof:!IT'A and Si milAT' _ItE!!ru: 
420 Jewelr,y,Jewelr,y Findings 
Silverware and Similar Itelllfl X 
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-
421 Jewelry ,Jewelry Finding 
~~1••~ - --...1 C'.t-.t1- To&. 
422 Jewelry,Jewlry Finding 
C' • , _. C.! ' , .... 
423 Jewelry ,J';welry Finding~ 
Sj] JZfrt•t.mz:e and ~.; m~ 1 a,. T+ .,._ 
424 Jewelry,Jewelry Findingl 
Silverware and Similar Item1 T y y 
425 Jewelry,Jewelry Finding: 
S'ilven-ml"A ~nn S; rm 1 ~,. Tt.Anl y 
426 Jewelr,y,Jewelry Finding~ 
Silverware ~nn ~im;l a,.. ItemE y 
427 Jewelry,Jewelry Finding~ 
~;1~~,..~ .,.,..,,-l ~imil a,. T+ . ...mc T 
428 Jewelry ,Jeweiry Finding~ 
~.; 1 ,,~ 'I"U!ll,.A .,.,..,,.t ~~m.; 1 .,,.. Tt . .,..,c v 
429 Jewelry,Jewelr,y Findingf 
~-~,~--.............. A-...1 c.; ... .;, ..... T-+- ......... v 
-430 J ewelr,y, J ewelr,y Findings 
~~l,n:o"'""""~ :..,..,-l ~.;m;1 ..... T±.omc v 
431 Jewelr,y,Jewelry Findings ~; 1 .,.__,.,.,.,. :..,..,-l ~~ m~ 1 "''" Tt.ome v 
432 Jewelry,Jewelry Findings 
ci.t , , ... • , ........ 
-
433 Jewelry,Jewelry Findings SH _.,.. ... .... 
~Jewelry,Jewelry Finding"; 
--...1 ~~ ... :i1 ...... T,._,.,.,.., 
435 Jewelry,Jewelry Findings 
~~, ........... ,..., ... .,. --...1 c; ... .;, ,.._ T+ ....... 
436 Jewelry,Jewelry Findings 
S;!.lw:J~WaN --..:~ ~~ -~, -- T ............. y 
437 Jewelry,Je~;ry Findings 
~-11 .....,~.;..,. _.,._...1 t-.:,- To&. 
438 Jewelry, Jewelry Findings s~, .. ,..,. _ _... ....... A-...1 .~.; ... .;, ...... T+-.. .. y 
439 Jewelry,Jewelry Findings 
Sii.lw~e aAd c.: ... .;, ..... T+...,. ...... 
440 Jewelry,Jewelry Findings 
S1ln&rwa~ aQd Sj~)lar I+ema 
441 Jewelry,Jewelry Findings! 
~j J ve mare and Similar I;t&ms 
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TABLE IX (Continued) 
A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN RII>DE ISLAND 
TO WHOM QUESTIONNAIRES WffiE MAILED AND THE RESULTS 
Use I Use Testing Use Re- Use No Own Test Type of Finn sponse Test s Tests lAg en- Te sts Bo~ks lcies 
--
-~Jewelr,r,Jewelr,r Findings 
SJ..lye.rt.mrA And SimHa.r Items 
443 Jewlry,Jewelry Findings 
!=:il sann Simi 1 A.,. T t.amJ:: 
444 Jewelry,Jewelry Findings 
!=:i1 sann ~imil A'r T+.omc:. 
4L5 Jewelry, Jewelry Findings 
Silverware a.nd Similar Items X 
446 Jewelry,Jewelry Findings 
~il Ann !=:imilA.,. Tt.emA 
44 7 Jewelry, Jewelry Findings 
Silve~e And Simi1A'I" Itent.8 
448 Jewelry,Jewelry Findings 
~~ 1 ,,.,..:~ l=:imi , ,,.. T+ . .omC! t 
449 Jewelry,Jewelry Findings 
C::.: 1 ,..,..A .C::.:-"1 ..... T+"".,.."' X 
450 Jeweley,Jewelry Findings 
c:i~ "I ~ .. -...:1 C::oi-.C1 ..... T+ ........ 
451 Jewelry, Jewelry Findings 
.C::·n vo,....m,..., Ann !=:imil AT' TtAmR 
452 J ewlry, Jewelry Findings 
.C::.; 1 '17D ......... ...., sa,.,n Simi 1 !!11,.. T+AmR 
45 3 J ewlry, J eweley Findings 
~~, _, c .• .::, T-" 454 ,.., .. ··~"" -1 F' din Jewelry,Jewe ry ~n gs 
s~, .... a ............ ., .. ,.,..:~ Ri mi, ...... T+.AmA 
455 Jewelry,Jewelry Findings 
Col 1 T ..... - •• ,., ... .,. ...... A 1=:" .... ~1 ,. ... T+oYftC! 
456 JerTelry, Jel-2lry Findings 
~.; 1 """"'---~ ...... A C::.-1 .,..4 1 ..... T+.,.,..,. 
457 Jewelry,Jewel.ry Findings 
C::.:1~- ....... ,. ,...,A C::.;.,...;1 .,.,. T+"""' .. 
458 Jeweley,Jewelry Findings 
~.:"I ...... A C::4-4 1 ..... T+,..,.. .. 
459 Jewelry ,Jewelry Findings 
c::.; 1 ,,.,..:~ .C::~ ,.; 1 ,,.. T+."""'~ 
460 Jewelry,Jewelry Findings 
.ci.; 1 ·--·""'....,. ,,.,, S; m; 1 ,.,. Tt.Am"' T i 
461 J eweliY, J eweliY Findings 
~.; 1 • ..,..,...,..,....,. ...... A S; m; 1 .D.,. T+.l'!!ll§ I 
462 Jewelry,Jewelry Findings 
SiJ yerwar~ a.nd Similar Items 
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TABLE IX (Continued) 
A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FilMS IN RHODE ISlAND 
TO WHOM QUESTIONNAIRES WERE MAilED AND THE RESULTS 
Use 
Testing Use Re- Use No Type of Firm ~gen- Own sponse Tests Tests Tests lcies 
-- -463 J ewelzy ,Jewelry Findings 
Si 1 VP.n.r.tT'e ttnn ~; mi 1 tt't" Tt.Aml'l y 
464 Jewelry, Jewelry Findings 
~i 1 ...... n .c:;.,; 1 ..... T+ ......... 
465 Jewelzy,Jewel:cy Findings 
.C:il I'I"Q tanrl ~i.mi1a't" Tt.Pm'-1 
466 J ewlry ,Jewelry Findings 
Sil verwa:re and Similn'....llms 
467 Jewelzy,Jewelxy Findings 
SilVA~,_ tann Similta't" Tt.P.mR X 
468 Jewelxy,Jewelry Findings 
Silv and Simil::t't" Items X X X 
469 Jewelry,Jewelry Findings 
~; 1 ::tnn Simi 1 ::tT' Tt.PmR X 
470 Je~lry,Jewelry Findings 
Si 1 .. nn .C:imi1 ta't" Tt.,.mll'l y 
4 71 Jewelry, Jewelry Findings 
Sil---9 ·--- and S-Imi 1 ::tT' Tt.P.mR 
472 Jewelzy,Jewelry Findings 
~e and Simi la.,.. Items 
47.3 Jewelry,Jewelry Findings 
Sil VA'rf.nl't"A ann s; mi 1 A't" Tt.P-JnR y y 
474 Jewlzy,Jewelzy Findings 
C:::.f 1 ._.. ...... ,..,......,. """~ . <::;.,.,.,; 1 .,. ... T+.oma 
475 Jewelr,y,Jewelry Findings 
C!~ 1 ---- _,... _.,..A c:::.; ,.,..; 1 .,.,.. T....,_,. y 
47"b Jewelry,Jewelry Findings 
~; 1 vi'!'I"V::tn=. and Simi 1 AT' It.AnR y 
477 Jnelry,Jewelry Findings 
~; 1 and Simi 1 AT' Tt.AnA 
478 Jewelry,Jevlelry Findings 
.C:i l ttnrl Simi 1 tt't" Tt.~:w~~A 
4 79 Jewelry, Jewelry Findings 
.c:; l v,.~,..,. !!Inn ~; mi 1 AT' Tt.P..mR y 
48P Jewelry,Jewelry Findings 
.C:i, 'UQ'rf.nl"""' ann ~imi 1 ::tT' TtP.mR y 
481 Jewelry, J ewelr,y Findings 
.c:; , ._.~ 't"Q ann ~; mi, J:IT' T i-PmR 
482 Jewlzy,Jewelry Findings • 
~; 1 VAT'W!!IT'e Anri ~; mi, iiT' It.ems 
483 Jewelzy,Jewelry Findings I Silverware and Similar Items 
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TABLE IX (Continued) 
A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN RHODE ISLAND 
TO WHOM QUESTIONNAIRES i·lERE MAILED AND THE RESULTS 
Use 
Testing Use 
Type of Finn Re- Use No ~en- Own sponse Tests Tests Tests lcies 
484 Jewel:ry,Jewelry Finding 
,q~ 1 !!I"'~ ,q; mi 1 .!l'!" . T+.om• y 
485 Jewelry ,Jewel17 Finding: 
~; 1 ...... ~ . Sim~ T+-
486 Jewelry, Jewelr,r Finding2 
Silw:r=wa:z:l3 at~d ,q.;,.,;, !!I,.. T+."""'' 
487 Jewelry , Jewel:ey Finding1 
Sil and S:i mila.r ~tetru 
488 Jewelry, Jeweliy Finding~ 
~i1 .,..,.....,._.,..,,...., to"'rl Sim~ __ IT.om T 
489 Jewillry, Jewel17 Finding: 
Si_lrno. ...... T ... .....,. !!Inn Simil.a.l!..ItAm 
490 other Miscellaneous I 
- ~,to+.,,,..; na .Inrln.s..t.ri t::>Q 
491 other Miscellaneous 
M. . ~- ,,..; .... " .Tn.-4not . ...n~  X .X. y 
. ... 492 Other Miscellaneous 
M, ~p..,,.+,...n "" T1"1t-1n-"lt..1""iP_~ 
.... 
493 Other Miscellaneous 
M .. ., .... ,.p.,,..+.,,. .. ; "'a Tnrln~t.l""l~q 
-494 Other 1-ti.scellaneous 
M ,..p., ,.+, ~ ,...,.. TnA11..:~i:~A.!"! X 
- ... 
495 other Miscellaneous 
U. .LO ' T· .J, " 
·--~-496 Other Miscellaneous 
u. . ... ., .. +, ... ;.,....,. .Tn, . .t a~ y 
' 
··- · -o 497 other Miscellaneous y l.~ . ..c> ..1 T · ~,.,.+..-! 
- ·- "0 498 other Miscellaneous 
M • .c- ,.,_ ' T, An<>-1-_,.,&_ 
-c 
499 Other Miscellaneous I 
.M • .c- . .a. • _L .A,. ~ 
505 other 'Miscellaneous 
Mannf'J:~.-t.1rri ntJ Tndustri AA X 
501 Other Miscellaneous 
Ma.nufacturinll .Industries X 
502 Other J.ti.scellaneous 
M.annf' ~ntn,..; na Indust l""les T 
503 Other :t-tiscellaneous I 
MJ:~rn1f'!!l,.t.n1"intJ Industries 
504 Other Miscellaneous I ~actur.ing Industries X 
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TABLE IX (Continued) 
A LISTING OF MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN RHODE ISLAND 
TO WHOM QUESTIONNAIRES WERE MAILED AND THE RESULTS 
Use Us.e 
Re- Use No Testing Own Type of Firm 
sponse Tests Tests t,Agen- Tests. ~; ,.~ 
505 other Miscellaneous 
M,...,, .r,. ,..+_,,.,..; roa Tnnn•+.M o~:~ y 
.506 Other Miscellaneous 
Mo,.·n,.r,.,..t_,,,..; na Tnnn <l!t . .,.; AA y 
-
.507 other Miscellaneous 
:t4~agt~ou;l;i.Z1£f I-~ ....... _. ..... T T 
.508 Other Miscellaneous 
Maxm:t:a~tudni Industries 'I 
.509 Other Miscellaneous 
M ,.,.,,.r,.,.+.n..; 'I'\ a T"n~n~+ . .,.; AI: 
-
.510 other Miscellaneous 
MJ:an11f',. ,..+.,,..{ na Tntinrl,..; A~ 
.511 Other Miscellaneous t 
MaeafaetQ~BS lR~&t~&& 
512 Otmr Miscellaneous 
u LO ,_; ...... T ... A. ..... +_; """' 
- I 
" 
I 
I 
I 
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